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Five decades ago, 
a manager in Paris 

would interrupt his 
work a dozen times a 

day to confer  
with a peer, send a 
memo, research a 

file, and meet with  
a committee of 

experts in his field.

He’d spend a lot of time tracking people down and gathering 

information. And if this weren’t enough to disrupt his day, he had 

his assistant transcribe this information via typewriter and store the 

documents in remote, often inaccessible files.

Imagine how this manager felt when asked to increase 

staff productivity and reduce the overall budget.

Fortunately, your organization likely 
bears little resemblance to this 
scenario. Microsoft has developed technology solutions that 

have forever changed the way enterprise organizations do business. 

So now, when asked to increase efficiency, a manager can conceive 

of a number of technology solutions that can boost productivity and 

save money.
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LEADING TO THE FUTURE 
We’re at another turning point in history. 

A time to envision a world where resources are plentiful because they are shared by many. 

A world where information isn’t just at our fingertips but is delivered as precise and relevant 

data that transforms to meet our needs. A world where enterprise organizations receive 

tremendous value from their IT investments and can make technology choices to support 

innovation and growth.

Through years of work with enterprise organizations, Microsoft has been on the leading 

edge of developments that have increased productivity: the rise of the PC, new server 

environments and operating systems, and communications technologies that streamline 

organizational management. As technology has changed, our commitment to business 

solutions has only deepened. We’re still focused on the things that make your organization 

tick – practical, accessible tools to help you face today’s business demands. Our solutions 

help you cut costs and be a worthy environmental steward, address the consumerization of 

IT, and continue to grow through innovation. All the while, we continue to invest in cloud 

computing to offer you choices in the way your solutions are deployed.

LISTENING TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
Microsoft’s enterprise customers (18,000 strong and growing) 
have hundreds of thousands of employees who help inform our 
innovations and investments through a continued dialog with us.

As we listen to these enterprise organizations, we’ve heard common overarching themes 

relating to business and technology goals. On the next page, you’ll find information  

on what we’ve heard from organizations about their priorities and what we’re doing to  

address them.
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It’s on everyone’s mind – “How can I lower costs and still remain competitive?” We see 

companies every day that optimize their systems and become leaner and more agile. 

Pharmaceutical leader GlaxoSmithKline spends over $13 million each day to research new 

medicines and provides many of the world’s leading prescription medicines and consumer 

healthcare products. They use the Microsoft Business Productivity Online Suite to give them 

fully functional applications with a lean presence. “Moving to Online Services will enable  

us to reduce our IT operational costs by roughly 30%... The ability to introduce a  

variable-cost subscription model for these collaborative technologies allows us to more 

rapidly scale or divest our investment as necessary,” confirms Alastair Robertson,  

VP of Information Workplace.

By optimizing your IT infrastructure with Microsoft technology solutions, you can reduce 

hardware and software costs, lower energy consumption, save costs in training and software 

management, reduce travel and communications costs, and still emerge ahead of the game.

Organizations that pursue innovation in a slow economy can take advantage of market 

changes more quickly than their competitors. Of course, technology can play a crucial 

role in this process – helping to capture and share employee ideas where they’re most 

needed, streamlining the time it takes to move from idea to approved concept, effectively 

and consistently measuring innovation, and helping you invest in the right ideas for the 

right market with the right resources. It seems everyone agrees; according to a recent 

CIO magazine survey, CIOs feel that the second-highest area of impact for IT is to “drive 

innovative new-market offerings or business practices.”1 

For leading automaker BMW, quickly bringing new models into production is critical to 

maintaining the company’s competitive edge. The company has 11,000 employees taking 

advantage of the instant messaging (IM) and presence capabilities of Microsoft Office 

Communications Server 2007. To expand on these, the company deployed Microsoft Office 

Communications Server 2007 R2. BMW expects employees to take use of improved desktop 

sharing, plus audio and video conferencing capabilities, to collaborate with coworkers and 

business partners. The company also hopes to significantly reduce audio and web conferencing 

by replacing services from the leading online meeting vendor.

Prospering in today’s marketplace requires top-line growth as well as bottom-line savings. 

At Microsoft, we believe people provide the inspiration and initiative to find new customers, 

create innovations, and expand into new markets. Food and drink retailer Jamba Juice 

viewed the economic slowdown as an opportunity to assess its operations and improve 

efficiencies. “When the fish begin to bite again, not only is that fisherman ready, but with 

the improvements to his boat and equipment, he’ll catch more fish than ever before,” says 

VP of IT Robert Notte. “We believe that putting the right technology in place does the 

same thing for us in terms of future profitability and employee productivity.” With a new 

Microsoft Enterprise Client Access License, Jamba Juice has a wealth of products, including 

greater access to business intelligence, to help them make smarter decisions on everything 

from managing shifts to handling promotions.

Save Money 

and Gain 

efficiencieS 

drive 

innovation

GroW your 

BuSineSS
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OUR STRATEGIC FOCUS 
Another way we’ve translated what we’ve heard from customers 
is through the development of key enterprise investment areas. 
Talking with customers and analysts, we’ve learned that most 
organizations are concentrating on these areas of strategic focus  
with regard to technology – areas where Microsoft is also focusing  
considerable energy. Here’s a look at the six priority areas that  
guide much of what we’re working on for enterprise organizations.

Microsoft’s Enterprise  

Investment Areas

Cloud Computing

Consumerization of IT

Business Intelligence

Low-Cost Computing

Innovation for Growth

Corporate 

Environmental  

Sustainability

CLoud CoMPuTInG

Without a doubt, cloud computing is a hot topic, with its ability to reduce IT costs, increase 

agility, free up IT resources, and help you stay at the forefront of technology. In fact, IDC 

predicts that “spending on cloud computing will capture 25% of IT spending growth in 

2012 and nearly a third of growth in 2013.”2

Microsoft cloud services allow you to translate significant capital expenditures into lower 

ongoing operating costs. At the same time, you gain instant scalability – up and down – 

so you can meet the shifting demands of your business without the significant hardware/

resource expenses or delays associated with building out your on-premises infrastructure.

And cloud computing can free your IT staff to focus on your core competencies rather 

than services that merely enable your business to function. The decision to move services 

to the cloud ultimately comes down to trust. Microsoft Online Services offers 24x7x365 

support and a financially backed 99.9% uptime service level agreement. We also provide a 

comprehensive security approach, which includes regular third-party testing, multiple  

layers of logical security, and standard operational processes that achieve the strictest level  

of control. 

As Coca-Cola Enterprises assessed Microsoft Online Services, the company needed to be 

convinced that Microsoft would provide security measures that matched or exceeded their 

own stringent requirements. After visiting our Tukwila, Washington, data center, Tim Smith, 

Chief Information Security Officer, says, “Step one in getting comfortable with giving our 

data to Microsoft was visiting one of their data centers. To understand the physical nature 
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of what they’re doing to safeguard not only their own information, but also Coca-Cola 

Enterprises’, gave us a great sense of comfort that Microsoft has thought of all the  

right things.”

Finally, and perhaps most important, Microsoft cloud services should offer you choices. 

Where you have concerns about control, privacy, or security, or where compliance or 

customization is an issue, a complete cloud solution might not be the best choice for you 

right now. A hybrid software-plus-services approach from Microsoft can give you the best 

of both worlds – the security, privacy, control, and compliance of on-premises software and 

the global reach, reduced costs, ease of provisioning, business agility, and manageability  

of cloud-based services. 

ConSuMErIzATIon of IT

As mobile devices and social computing continue to improve our personal lives, we expect 

them to do the same for us at work. 

What we now consider personal technology will act as the standard for professional 

technology. With Microsoft technologies, you can satisfy employee expectations to use 

consumer hardware and social computing applications while boosting productivity with 

new ways of connecting and sharing. 

To improve data flows and enhance the performance of software applications that 

employees access remotely, beverage distributor Lion Nathan worked with Microsoft 

Services and HP Consulting and Integration to deploy Windows Server 2008, with a focus 

on the Terminal Services feature of the operating system. Lion Nathan expects to improve 

application performance for remote users with the new and enhanced features of Terminal 

Services in Windows Server 2008. The company also anticipates that it can cut costs and 

implement a more flexible computing environment with more telecommuting options.

Beyond the burgeoning use of telework and other decentralized systems is the explosion 

of social networking sites. Tools such as people search, information feeds, personal sites, 

blogs, and wikis are all being configured for use in the enterprise to help people find 

expertise and share information. For example, to develop content more easily without 

having to email versions back and forth, your employees might use wikis – saving time and 

minimizing the chance of overlooking key input. To create, share, and organize information, 

your teams might connect through a Microsoft SharePoint team site, using features such 

as document libraries with calendars, announcements, and surveys. And when training 

is needed, podcasts offer a less expensive, less disruptive way to share knowledge to an 

employee’s office PC, streamed to their home PC’s browser, or via mobile device. 

Customers, also, are demanding more consumer-like experiences. They want to interact 

with you online by signing up for notifications on product updates, reading blogs from  

your company executives, and participating in discussion forums. By embracing this new 

Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM Online provides 

a powerful, easy-to-use 

customer relationship 

management solution 

delivered over the 

Internet, so you can get 

up and running quickly  

and cost-effectively. 

Your organization gets 

access to customer 

information through a 

full suite of marketing, 

sales, and customer-

service capabilities 

within a familiar 

Microsoft Office 

experience to help 

ensure rapid adoption. 

With a financially 

backed service level 

agreement of 99.9% 

uptime and starting  

at just $44 per user  

per month, it’s a 

flexible solution for  

any organization. 
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approach to technology, you can satisfy both employee and customer needs and help your 

organization increase productivity, improve customer and partner relationships, and  

drive innovation.

BuSInESS InTELLIGEnCE (BI)

Too often, the complex, costly nature of BI tools limits their adoption across an organization. 

Microsoft helps you democratize the availability of BI through familiar and intuitive business 

productivity tools, which empower decision makers at all levels – strategic, operational, and 

tactical. With widespread BI, your operations manager can get better visibility into the cost 

of operations, your customer-support rep can identify opportunities to cross-sell or upsell, 

and your sales director can better understand which deals will help grow the business.

In order to make these critical decisions, employees need real-time data quickly. But  

that data may be spread across disparate tools in multiple departments in a variety of  

formats – from structured data such as in your customer relationship management (CRM) 

system to unstructured data such as in spreadsheets. Microsoft BI solutions deliver  

easy-to-grasp, interactive dashboards that enable your people to work more productively 

with personalized, relevant views of information at the right depth. 

Chevron, with assets in more than 100 countries, encourages its employees to analyze 

data and create rich reports. Information Technology Company, a business unit of Chevron, 

deployed Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 to provide employees with self-service analysis and 

report-creation capabilities. With the new version of Reporting Services in SQL Server 2008 

R2, Chevron business users can analyze data and create reports themselves, removing that 

burden from IT. And with Report Builder 3.0, employees will have access to new geospatial 

tools for creating visually enhanced reports.

LoW-CoST CoMPuTInG

Reducing costs is a major priority for almost all enterprise organizations. Company leaders 

want to shrink IT budgets and still deliver the same – or better – levels of service, security, 

reliability, and agility. Seem impossible? It’s not. Microsoft helps you optimize your IT 

investments to ensure they deliver the greatest possible return.

The best place to start is to maximize the efficiency of your IT infrastructure. For example, 

you can drive down server hardware and software costs through virtualization and 

consolidation. You can cut power costs with the built-in power management tools of 

Windows 7. You can minimize IT labor costs through streamlined deployment and 

management. And you can reduce data-protection costs with built-in disk encryption. 

Warwickshire County Council realized such benefits with their new infrastructure solution. 

The council offers technical support to 249 schools in the United Kingdom. As computers 

become core teaching and learning tools, the council needs to provide solutions that serve 
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the increasing demand for technology for students, even as budgets become tighter. The 

council also wanted to build an infrastructure for students to access the network from 

home. By adopting Windows Server 2008 R2 with the Windows 7 operating system, the 

council streamlined centralized services and immediately saved an estimated US$148,000 

a year in running costs, while decreasing its carbon footprint. The resulting infrastructure 

is now ready to provide the extra bandwidth needed as schools move toward equipping 

every student with a home computer. Ease of management means the council can increase 

the number of computers by four times without additional operating costs.

In addition to reduced spending through optimizing your IT investments, Microsoft can also 

help you lower the cost of doing business. With web and video conferencing and unified 

communications, you can save on travel and communications expenses. By allowing more 

employees to work remotely via easy, secure technology, you can minimize real estate and 

facility costs. And with project and portfolio management tools, you can better understand and 

assess your business to begin eliminating unprofitable projects – boosting the bottom line.

InnovATIon for GroWTH

For nearly every enterprise, innovation is critical to long-term success, and investing in 

innovation can help an organization thrive in a shifting business landscape. With the 

Microsoft platform, you can implement collaborative processes to rapidly turn the best 

ideas from your employees, customers, and partners into profitable activities. Balancing 

creativity with a systematic process can help strategically identify ideas that will deliver 

financial return and differentiate your business.

Imagine a day when your employees and partners freely share ideas via a secure portal. 

Social networking tools allow them to interact and pool intellectual resources. When an 

especially promising idea is developed, it’s vetted with customers using online surveys and 

forums. And if it looks like a winner, your teams use tools to accelerate the time to market. 

Turning such ideas into action requires effective project management and use of electronic 

forms and workflows. Microsoft solutions support an approach in which a project must 

clear certain “gates” before proceeding. Your project managers can run the project life 

cycle using task and resource planning, tracking, and measurement tools. Plus, integrated 

enterprise search from Microsoft delivers systematic, searchable content that is available 

instantly to those who need it.

Of course, protecting this valuable intellectual property is just as important as creating it. 

Dow Corning, a global leader in silicon-based technology, has deployed a solution that 

enables employees to easily share rights-protected content. Usage rights and encryption 

follow content wherever it goes, and the same solution enables Dow Corning to protect 

documents, email, and content stored in SharePoint libraries and to share rights-protected 

content with business partners. “Information security is becoming increasingly more 
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important in today’s global business climate, and our new solution will help people do a 

good job in a complicated world,” says Mark Gandy, Enterprise Architect at Dow Corning. 

“The solution is so easy to use that we don’t envision having to train people; we’ll just send 

a communication telling them that the capability is available.” 

A solution such as that used by Dow Corning is appreciated by busy organizations with good 

ideas – a system that not only assists people in entering their data quickly and easily, but 

automatically takes care of the previously time-consuming task of securing that data.

CorPorATE EnvIronMEnTAL SuSTAInABILITy  

Corporate environmental sustainability may have begun for many organizations as a 

seemingly altruistic endeavor, but it’s dramatically shifted into a method of significantly 

reducing operating costs, improving corporate image, being a good steward of the planet, 

and delivering a new type of core business competency. Many companies are turning to IT 

not only to reduce the energy and carbon impact of IT itself, but also to catalyze and enable 

sustainability practices across the full range of corporate processes and assets, such as 

teleworking, carbon management and reporting, supply-chain optimization, and building-

energy management.

One way to reduce your environmental impact is to optimize your IT systems. For example, 

Forrester Research3 recently found that Windows 7 customers are realizing power cost 

savings of $30 to $50 per machine, which result from a greater use of the sleep/standby/

hibernate functions enforced by Group Policy. 

Another way to exponentially cut your energy consumption is to reduce the number 

of physical machines and increase utilization through virtualization. With Microsoft’s 

centralized systems-management software, you can proactively manage the energy usage 

and environmental footprint of both your physical and virtual IT environments across  

data centers, desktops, and devices from a single location. Consider, for example,  

Warid Telecom International, a mobile telecommunications company, which wanted to 

maximize uptime and energy efficiency in its call centers in Pakistan. To improve operations, 

it is deploying a virtual desktop infrastructure based on Windows Server 2008 R2 and 

Hyper-V. Warid Telecom International has increased uptime to 99.9%, has cut support time 

by 40%, and expects to reduce power consumption by 80% and capital costs by 20%. 

In addition to changes in IT, you can extend your environmental efforts by rethinking 

certain business practices. With Microsoft unified communications and collaboration 

technology, you can reduce your travel, commuting, and office space requirements by 

enabling people and teams to work together remotely. And with electronic forms, digital 

note-taking software, and online services for deskless workers, you can create a near-

paperless office. All of these efforts help reduce your environmental impact and improve 

your bottom line – very worthy goals indeed.
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FAMILIARITy

CHOICE

INNOvATION

RELATIONSHIPS

THE MICROSOFT DIFFERENCE  
We know that you have many choices for IT. At Microsoft, we 
strive to give you the greatest value for your IT investment by 
delivering these proven advantages: 

People are most likely to use technology if it’s familiar to them. And we design technologies 

to reflect the way people and organizations work. Because Microsoft technology spans 

both the digital lifestyle and the digital workstyle, our tools are familiar and easy to use. This 

results in fewer training barriers, wider use and adoption, and ultimately a higher ROI.

Business needs can change overnight. Technology should be agile enough to respond.

We offer you the greatest range of choices in the use and deployment of software. With 

Microsoft, you can deploy from the cloud or from your on-premises data center and deliver 

rich applications to PCs, the web, and mobile devices. And with our commitment to setting 

new standards in interoperability, our solutions integrate with your diverse computing 

environment. Choice means having the flexibility required to create the IT infrastructure 

that’s right for you as you balance cost considerations against business imperatives.

Microsoft has always believed in, and fostered, a culture of innovation, fueled by our 

systematic internal processes, market feedback, acquisitions, and a broad research and 

development portfolio. We continue to spend more on R&D than any other software 

company, ensuring that you have ongoing access to the most innovative solutions. In fiscal 

year 2010, Microsoft’s R&D spending is expected to exceed $8 billion.

Getting the most from IT depends as much on great relationships as it does on great 

software. Microsoft is committed to creating long-term relationships with our enterprise 

customers. We’ve created a broad network of leading independent software vendors 

and systems integrators for our customers worldwide. These companies offer specialized 

industry experience, with experts who are certified to help you implement and deploy  

your Microsoft solutions. In addition, Microsoft Services offers resources – from  

enterprise strategy, architecture, planning, and technology consulting to enterprise  

support – to help your business achieve rapid and tangible value from your Microsoft 

technology investments.
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MICROSOFT 
CLOUD SERVICES
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ThE MICROSOFT  
CLOUD PLaTFORM

Scalable compute  
and storage

Automated service  
management

Familiar tools, technologies,  
and languages 

Relational storage  
for the cloud

Consistent  
development model

Automated database  
management 

Connect existing  
apps to the cloud

Access control service

Service bus capability

In 2005, Ray Ozzie, Microsoft’s  
Chief Software architect, envisioned 
a new world of truly seamless and 
connected experiences, enabled by 
rich clients and what we now call  
cloud services. 
Today, almost all of Microsoft products and services are cloud-

enabled, and we reach over one billion consumers and 20 million 

businesses with our cloud services. Our online properties, MSN  

and Windows Live, serve 600 million unique users every month,  

we process up to 9.9 billion messages a day via Windows Live 

Messenger, and the Microsoft Business Productivity Online Suite  

has one million paying users in 36 countries and regions.  

Cloud computing is one of the biggest opportunities for IT –  

not only to reduce costs and gain efficiencies, but to create new  

and meaningful ways to communicate with customers.

But it’s not just about running all your servers and applications in the 

cloud – it’s about choosing what you run in the cloud and what you 

run on – premises, changeable at will based on business needs or 

regulatory requirements, enabling IT to scale up or down as needed. 

Microsoft cloud services include online and hosted versions of familiar 

applications such as Windows, Office, SQL, Exchange, Dynamics,  

and SharePoint, which work together by design and are compatible 

with the on-premises software you already have in place.
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SaVE MONEY, REDUCE 
COMPLEXITIES, INCREaSE 
PRODUCTIVITY 
Microsoft cloud services help you save money by not having to run and maintain large 

data centers yourself. We are one of the largest data center operators in the world, 

housing hundreds of thousands of servers in our facilities. We know that trust is critical 

when it comes to hosting your services, and we are dedicated to keeping our customers’ 

data and our sites secure, our servers available and reliable, and our performance 

consistent. Our data centers and services are protected by multiple layers of security and 

operational best practices and are managed by rigorously screened and highly  

trained staff. 

You can also save money by moving some of your applications to subscription so that 

you pay only for what you use, when you use it, resulting in lower and more predictable 

costs. And by moving some of your workloads to the cloud, you can shift from capital 

expenses to operational expenses. Finally, Microsoft cloud services can help you 

accelerate your speed to value by helping you quickly and easily extend new capabilities 

to your organization without straining internal resources. According to a recent Forrester 

Research report, “if a company with 100,000 mail users were to move only its 20,000 

occasional users to a cloud-hosted, web-based email solution, it could save $1.3 million.”4

The cloud can also reduce your management burden. By moving some workloads off-

premises, you eliminate the need for patching and maintenance, allowing your IT staff 

to focus more on strategic business issues and less on reactive support. With Microsoft 

Online Services, you get faster deployment, robust multilayered security, and a high level 

of reliability and fault tolerance. Our services utilize secure Internet protocols including 

HTTPS and HTTP over SSL and a redundant network architecture capable of disaster 

recovery. In the event of data center connectivity issues, services switch over to a backup 

data center. This means we can guarantee a service level agreement of 99.9% uptime.

Workloads  

for the cloud

It makes sense to move 

many applications  

and workflows to the  

cloud – typically,  

the ones that are  

less expensive, that  

are easier, or that  

free up more time  

if someone else  

provides them for you. 

Microsoft offers 

online complements 

of programs you are 

already familiar  

with, such as email, 

meeting software, and  

customer management.

COLLabORaTION 

EMaIL 

COMMUNICaTIONS 

CRM 

MEETINgS 

DESkTOP 
MaNagEMENT 
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You can see this in action with RiskMetrics group’s risk management business, delivering 

risk management services to the world’s leading asset managers, banks, and institutions 

to help them measure and model complex financial instruments. To meet increasing 

market demand for risk analysis, RiskMetrics needed to accommodate increasing peak 

loads on its computing infrastructure for specific periods of time. The company used 

the Windows Azure platform – an Internet-scale services platform hosted in Microsoft 

data centers – to provide on-demand computing capacity for its analytics applications. 

Now RiskMetrics can complement its on-premises capabilities with a flexible, reliable 

solution that can support bursts in computing activity over short periods of time, deliver 

enhanced services for more customers, empower innovation, and provide the company 

with increased business agility.

But cloud computing doesn’t just provide benefits for your IT department. It also helps 

you redefine productivity for your users. With the Microsoft Business Productivity Online 

Suite, you get the latest in business-class email, web conferencing, IM, and document 

collaboration and workflow without the need to deploy new software on-premises. These 

services are designed to work together seamlessly and are offered as individual services 

or as an integrated suite. Because these services are hosted in the cloud, your end users 

have a consistent experience, look, and feel from virtually any device, in almost any 

location. And they can securely access these services anywhere, without the need for a 

virtual private network connection.

With 15 years of cloud computing experience, only Microsoft can provide the  

track record of reliability, security, and global reach you expect for your organization.  

We offer the most complete set of cloud-based solutions, including advertising, 

communications (email, telephony, meetings), collaboration (document storage, sharing, 

workflow), business applications (CRM, business productivity), storage, management,  

and infrastructure services. And we continue to make deep investments in cloud 

computing – evolving existing products, creating new cloud-based offerings, and  

building the infrastructure to support cloud services throughout the world.
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Dynamic IT 
organizations are 
highly successful.  

They improve  
employee productivity. 

They supply finely  
tuned insight into  

customer behavior. 

They are the key  
to lean operations. 

When email,  
conferencing, and 

telecommunications  
work flawlessly,  

they are to thank. 

But Dynamic IT  
organizations don’t  
emerge overnight. 

Dynamic IT organizations are born from a strategy developed 

hand in hand with business leadership – a strategy that 

recognizes the importance of aligning IT with business goals 

and optimizing assets to better meet those goals.

In short, you need IT optimization to help you attain Dynamic IT. 

Optimization is a structured, systematic process for assessing your IT 

infrastructure across a number of capabilities in order to provide a 

roadmap toward Dynamic IT. From identity and access management 

to collaboration and business intelligence, your IT capabilities are not 

silos. They can – and should – be synchronized and prioritized during 

this process of optimization. 

As you begin the process of optimization, you’ll see how a more 

efficient infrastructure can position your IT organization to more 

securely, quickly, and cost-effectively adapt to changing business 

needs. And this is where it gets exciting – not only will your IT 

organization become more agile, but it will begin to lead the 

business and, finally, become a strategic business asset. Gartner 

predicts that by 2012, “IT contribution will be cited in the top three 

success factors by at least half of top-performing businesses and IT 

barriers will be cited in the top three failure factors by at least half of 

the lowest performers.”5 

While you can optimize your infrastructure in a number of ways, the 

first step is to work alongside your Microsoft account team, Microsoft 

Services, or a Microsoft partner to assess your current IT level. Using 

Microsoft’s optimization models for core infrastructure and business 

productivity infrastructure, this team will help determine which 

of your capabilities should be optimized first to provide the most 

business value. From there, you can follow a roadmap developed 

during assessment to continually optimize more and more of your 

capabilities until they’re all working toward achieving strategic 

business goals.
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RATIONAlIZED  
IT INFRASTRUCTURE
Managed & Consolidated 
Infrastructure
• Extensive Automation
• Knowledge Capture & Reuse
•  Limited Virtualization Capabilities 
•  Proactive Security &  

Configuration Capabilities

DYNAMIC IT INFRASTRUCTURE
Automated & Dynamic Infrastructure

• Full Automation
•  Knowledge Capture & Reuse
•  Business-Linked Service Level Agreements
• Reduced Costs
• Increased Service Levels
• Greater Agility

STANDARDIZED  
IT INFRASTRUCTURE
Managed Infrastructure
• Limited Automation
• Limited Knowledge Capture
• Limited Identity Management
• Limited Access Management

BASIC IT 
INFRASTRUCTURE
Uncoordinated 
Infrastructure
• Manual Monitoring
• Manual Repairs

Your infrastructure requires manual monitoring and repairs. You always feel in a reactive, 

rather than a strategic, state, with work problem-driven to avoid downtime.

Your infrastructure includes automated systems-management capabilities and some 

automated identity- and access-management procedures. Your organization may seem 

stable, but the work is still fairly reactive and focused on keeping existing systems running. 

Your infrastructure includes some virtualization capabilities and proactive security and 

configuration policies that enable self-provisioning. You have increased monitoring,  

formal service level agreements and change management, and a predictable,  

quality-focused organization.

Your infrastructure achieves its full potential as a strategic asset for your business and 

enables people throughout the enterprise to do more to advance your business. Your 

Dynamic IT organization is proactive, agile, self-assessing, and focused on continuous 

improvement and is taking the lead within your enterprise.

OPTIMIZATION TO IMPROVE 
EXISTING SYSTEMS AND BUIlD  
A STRONGER FUTURE  

BASIC

STANDARDIZED

RATIONAlIZED

DYNAMIC
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OPTIMIZE YOUR CORE 
INFRASTRUCTURE  

At the heart of your organization lies your aptly named core infrastructure. Everything 

depends on it, and much of your organization’s time is spent managing it. Core 

infrastructure includes data center services such as virtualization and networking; client 

services such as client management and security; identity and security services such as 

access and information control; and IT processes and compliance. All of these capabilities 

work together to support your enterprise, and anything you can do to optimize these 

capabilities has widespread benefits.

By making changes in your core infrastructure’s capabilities, you can eliminate unnecessary 

costs and complexity, improve user experience and productivity, and increase your security 

and control – all of which helps turn your IT organization into a strategic business asset. 

According to an Alinean white paper, the three areas that yield the most tangible cost 

savings from the least amount of effort and investment are making better use of what you 

already own, standardizing and simplifying IT management, and reducing unnecessary 

business costs and waste.6  

Core Infrastructure

CaPaBIlITy WorkloaD
Data Center 
Services 

Data Center Management  
& Virtualization 

Server Security 

Networking 

Storage

Client Services Client Management & 
Virtualization 

Client Security 

Identity and 
Security Services

Identity & Access 

Information Protection  
& Control 

IT Processes and 
Compliance 

IT Processes & Compliance 

By optimizing your data 
center, you can reduce 
management and support 
costs and save money 
on hardware and energy 
consumption.

By optimizing your client 
services, you can simplify 
PC, device, and browser 
management across your 
organization.
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So how can you begin optimizing your capabilities and start realizing savings? Let’s take a 

deeper look.

DaTa CenTer ServICeS

A key capability within your core infrastructure is data center services. The workloads 

included in this capability are data center management and virtualization, server security, 

networking, and storage. You can realize significant benefits from optimizing these areas. 

Take, for example, IT consultancy Avanade, which watched its data centers fill up with 

servers, causing hardware, energy, and management costs to soar. To put a halt to runaway 

server growth and rising data center costs, Avanade deployed the Windows Server 2008 

R2 Enterprise operating system with the Hyper-V virtualization technology. This system is 

virtualizing even the company’s most demanding workloads, including databases running 

the Microsoft SQL Server 2008 data-management software. As a result, Avanade will cut 

servers by 85%, reduce data center costs by 40% using Microsoft System Center, and 

improve database performance by 50%. Avanade is a more agile organization now, with  

the ability to create virtual machines on demand to serve dynamic business needs.

A traditional data center can be fairly stable and secure, with utilization of servers at about 

15%. Virtualizing servers can increase your utilization, reduce your environmental footprint, 

and decrease your server management costs. A big improvement – and now you have more 

choices. With cloud computing, you can use a private cloud, either on your premises or off 

site, to dynamically pool, allocate, and manage your resources. A private cloud significantly 

decreases your management costs and allows you to use resources on demand. Or you 

can choose to extend your private cloud to a public cloud to build, modify, and distribute 

applications to the web using minimal resources. This solution enables software delivery over 

the Internet to simplify deployment, reduce acquisition costs, and manage and consolidate 

your IT infrastructure. 

ClIenT ServICeS

You’re probably familiar with this scenario: internal departments regularly asking for a new 

application to perform a specialized task or a new device to support a mobile workforce. 

The business case may be sound, but the IT requirements are challenging. The more you 

support this trend, the less control IT will have and the greater the costs of deployment 

and support. But now there’s a better way. With desktop virtualization, you can provide an 

optimal user experience with the applications, devices, and connectivity your organization 

wants, yet with the security, ease of management, and lower costs that IT requires. 

Data Center 
Services

WorkloaD
Data Center Management  
& Virtualization 

Server Security 

Networking 

Storage

Client Services

WorkloaD
Client Management & 
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With desktop virtualization, we have broken the bonds between the operating system (OS), 

application, and data and user settings. And with virtualization solutions in each of these 

areas, we offer the best solution for you depending on your unique need. 

Application Virtualization (App-V). Microsoft App-V, a core component of the Microsoft 

Desktop Optimization Pack for Software Assurance, transforms applications into centrally 

managed virtual services that are never installed and don’t conflict with other applications. 

Microsoft App-V advantages include:

•  Streaming applications on demand over the Internet or via the corporate network  

to desktops, terminal servers, and laptops.

•  Automating and simplifying the application management life cycle by significantly 

reducing regression and application interoperability testing.

•  Accelerating Windows 7 and application deployments by reducing the  

image footprint.

•  Reducing the end-user impacts associated with application upgrades, patching,  

and terminations. No reboots required, no waiting for applications to install,  

and no need to uninstall when retiring applications.

In a physical environment, every application depends on its OS for a range of services, 

including memory allocation, device drivers, and much more. Incompatibility between 

an application and its OS can be addressed by either server virtualization or presentation 

virtualization – but for incompatibility between two applications installed on the same 

instance of an OS, you need application virtualization.

On another layer, there is OS virtualization, which includes the following solutions from 

Microsoft and our partners:

Microsoft Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI). VDI allows you to centrally manage 

desktops from the data center while providing a personalized desktop experience for 

end users. This solution gives users anywhere access to their personalized Windows-

based desktops, hosted in the data center. It increases security and data protection while 

improving business agility and continuity. It can be particularly effective for providing a 

managed desktop to unmanaged devices, centralizing desktop management for remote 

locations, supporting task workers, and providing high levels of security and compliance for 

desktops that require it.

Session Virtualization with Remote Desktop Services. This solution delivers session-

based desktops or applications in high-density situations and works well for low-complexity 

or task-worker scenarios. As an added benefit, it requires less hardware and server 

management than VDI.
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Faster, less expensive, more secure – it’s the mantra of IT departments everywhere. And what 

better way to meet that challenge than with desktop virtualization? 

Microsoft virtualization technologies can be used separately or together, depending on your 

user requirements, governance needs, and the level of control needed over sensitive data. 

Starting with application virtualization, you can transform your applications into centrally 

managed, virtual services that are never installed and don’t conflict with other applications. 

This technology allows you to stream applications on demand over the Internet or via a 

corporate network to desktops, terminal servers, and laptops. 

With Microsoft virtual desktop infrastructure, your users can access full desktop environments 

from virtual machines running on centralized servers in the data center. With VDI, you can 

deliver a secure desktop to any connected device, centralize management, have instant 

provisioning, and minimize disruption from downtime. 

User State Virtualization. User state virtualization isolates user data and settings from PCs 

and enables IT to store them centrally in the data center while also making them accessible 

on any PC by using Windows Roaming User Profiles, Windows Folder Redirection, and 

Offline Files. Using each of these technologies or a combination of them enables companies 

to easily replace PCs for business continuity, centralized backup and storage of user data  

and settings, end-user access to their data from any PC, and simplified PC provisioning  

and deployment.

Bombardier Aerospace is a leading manufacturer, with locations in more than 10 

countries. Because the company’s operating system, Windows 2000, was to reach the end 

of its support life cycle in July 2010, Bombardier decided to upgrade to Windows 7 instead 

of deploying Windows XP. The upgrade will enhance security, reduce costs, and improve 

information access and productivity. “[With Windows 7 security enhancements], we will save 

more than $10 for each of our 16,000 PCs. That equals more than $160,000 in savings,” says 

Alain Paquette, Technology Integrator at Bombardier Aerospace. And by using application 

virtualization as part of the Microsoft Desktop Optimization Pack, the company streams 15 

virtual applications to the desktop, including its enterprise resource planning application, 

Microsoft Office 2003, and Adobe Acrobat Reader, removing the need to install those 

applications on endpoints and reducing conflicts between applications.
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IDenTITy anD SeCurITy ServICeS

IT, almost by definition, faces a constant balancing act between managing risk and 

empowering the business. When this balancing occurs within the context of both virtual 

and physical assets, it requires a comprehensive security strategy. Microsoft’s identity 

and security services focus on organizational protection for identity and digital rights 

management. By bringing together a secure computing platform that includes  

Windows Server and Hyper-V with end-to-end security and access solutions through 

Microsoft Forefront, you get integrated protection and simplified management of your 

security systems.

IT ProCeSSeS anD ComPlIanCe

IT processes and compliance are a supervisory force around your technologies to ensure 

that systems are running smoothly and in full compliance with corporate and government 

regulations. To assist you with these processes, we developed the Microsoft Operations 

Framework, which delivers practical guidance for everyday IT practices and activities, 

helping you establish and implement reliable, cost-effective IT services. The Microsoft 

Operations Framework encompasses the entire IT life cycle by integrating community-

generated processes for planning, delivering, operating, and managing IT; governance,  

risk, and compliance activities; management reviews; and Microsoft Solutions  

Framework best practices.  

What more can you do with Windows 7 Enterprise? 

•  Allow your mobile users to simply and more securely access corporate resources when they 

are out of the office using DirectAccess.

•  Make users in branch offices with slow connections more productive by speeding access to 

frequently accessed files and web pages using BranchCache.

•  Encrypt external thumb drives and hard drives with BitLocker Drive Encryption.

 •  Manage which applications can run on your users’ computers using AppLocker.

•  Find information in remote repositories, including SharePoint sites, with the simple user 

interface of Federated Search.

Identity and 
Security Services
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Identity & Access 
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& Control 

IT Processes and 
Compliance
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Your business productivity infrastructure helps streamline the management and control 

of content, data, and processes across all areas of your business. With an optimized 

infrastructure, you can simplify how people communicate and share expertise, make 

processes and content management more efficient, and improve the quality of business 

insight, while enabling your IT department to increase responsiveness and have a strategic 

impact on the business.

OPTIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS 
PRODUCTIVITY INFRASTRUCTURE

Business Productivity 
Infrastructure

CaPaBIlITy WorkloaD
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With microsoft unified 
Communications, travel 
savings are estimated at 
nearly $15 million over 
three years and productivity 
improvements account for 
nearly $20 million over  
three years.7

using microsoft’s productivity 
platform can result in average 
savings of 3.96% of time per 
employee per day. If half  
of these savings is recaptured 
in work-related activities, 
productivity gains are 
approximately $7 million over 
a three-year period.8
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You can also greatly improve enterprise productivity as you make enhancements to 

your systems. For example, by replacing silos of communications such as IM, voice mail, 

video conferencing, email, and calendars with one unified communications platform, 

you streamline your organization’s communications, increase efficiency and flexibility, 

and strengthen protection and control. Imagine a team of remote employees working on 

developing a new product that’s got to launch by the holiday season. Time is short, and 

every efficiency gained is a win against the competition. With a unified communications 

solution from Microsoft, team members are able to see when a peer is available and then 

simply click to communicate with him or her by IM, email, Voice over Internet Protocol 

(VoIP), or audio, video, or web conferencing. But that’s not all – they can share their 

desktops and bring others into the conversation through conferencing as well. 

As you optimize your business productivity capabilities, not only can you increase 

productivity and save money, but you can better align with business initiatives such as 

environmental sustainability and innovation. 

CollaBoraTIon

All IT directors have a vision of collaboration: teams working together seamlessly with the 

latest content, streamlined communication, and projects humming along with effective 

resourcing. IT steps back and watches as productivity soars and employee and customer 

satisfaction booms. This productive team environment includes collaborative workspaces, 

robust portals, social networks, and well-managed projects. Whether deployed on-premises 

or as a hosted service, Microsoft’s solutions give you integrated collaboration capabilities 

that allow you to cut training and maintenance costs and increase IT productivity, all within 

a governable and compliant platform.

When you think about collaboration, you imagine the benefits of increased productivity 

and efficiency. But there are many more reasons to consolidate your collaboration solutions. 

You can reduce IT costs and complexity by consolidating multiple product investments 

into a single infrastructure and by getting all your enterprise solutions under a single 

product license. You can reduce development costs by using comprehensive out-of-the-box 

components, taking advantage of built-in integration with Microsoft Office and using the 

.NET Framework object models to reduce learning curves and development time. And you 

can simplify management and training by providing a single, easy-to-use interface for end 

users and for IT administration and governance.

T-Systems, part of Deutsche Telekom, needed to make it easier for employees to find 

information among a variety of content sources, and it wanted a more cost-effective way 

to securely share documents. The company adopted Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 to 

implement search capabilities and collaboration workspaces to increase user productivity, 

saving up to 50% of the cost of its hard-to-use collaboration system.

Collaboration

WorkloaD
Workspaces

Portals 

Social Computing

Project Management
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unIfIeD CommunICaTIonS

Technologies change, and communications technologies evolve as rapidly as any. But when 

your systems are unified, they continue to work together – now and into the future. That 

integration means more than keeping up with the pace of change. It means simplified 

management, reduced costs, and organized, effective employees.

Microsoft Unified Communications encompasses your messaging, IM and presence, 

conferencing, and voice – in other words, the capabilities that give you the greatest 

headaches and that have the most visibility both within your organization and without. 

With Microsoft Unified Communications, everything works together in one streamlined 

solution; because of its integrated products and their familiar user and administrative 

interfaces, your entire organization is literally on the same page. Microsoft Unified 

Communications is provided by Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Office Communications 

Server, which can be deployed in-house, as an externally hosted solution, or as a 

combination of the two approaches, depending on your organization’s needs.

Beyond productivity gains, arguably the greatest benefit of a unified communications 

solution is the cost savings. Imagine your entire organization’s costs for travel, conferencing, 

telephony, cellular service, and voice mail. Now imagine saving up to $5 million for every 

1,000 employees. How? You can reduce your travel expenses up to 40% by replacing 

in-person meetings with immersive web, video, and audio conferencing. You can lower 

A unified collaboration infrastructure cuts costs and allows your people to respond more 

rapidly to business needs. Extending beyond collaborative capabilities such as email and file 

sharing, Microsoft provides a secure, scalable, extensible infrastructure that delivers self-service 

collaborative workspaces, social computing tools, and a robust portal framework.

Microsoft SharePoint 2010 has combined the best collaboration features into one system 

available on-premises or as a hosted service. With a single infrastructure for intranets, 

extranets, and Internet sites, you get a consistent experience such as the easy-to-use Ribbon 

for editing in place, multibrowser functionality, integration with Microsoft Office, and features 

that automatically modify content on mobile devices.

SharePoint 2010 is also a social computing platform for the enterprise. Employees can 

collaborate using wikis, blogs, and co-authoring tools. Content can be organized and searched 

using familiar tools such as tags, ratings, and bookmarks – and these can all be accessed in a 

central location called My Sites.
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messaging costs up to 40% by minimizing storage costs and consolidating costly  

third-party solutions like mobility, archiving, backup, and more. You can shrink telephony 

and audio conferencing charges up to 40% using built-in VoIP and unified conferencing 

capabilities. You can lower real-estate and facility costs up to 40% by freeing employees 

from fixed desks or offices and increasing occupancy density in buildings. And you can trim 

the cost of communications systems up to 50% by consolidating separate legacy voice mail 

systems with Exchange, and expensive private branch exchange, IM, and audio/video/web 

conferencing systems with Office Communications Server.9

Barry-Wehmiller Companies is a $1 billion global provider of manufacturing equipment 

and services. The company’s employees rely on up-to-date messaging technology to 

conduct business with partners and customers around the world. Barry-Wehmiller wanted 

to upgrade to Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 email messaging and collaboration software. 

However, in light of tough global economic conditions and a corporate culture that 

promotes a lean organization, the IT department re-evaluated the cost of deploying an  

on-premises solution. Instead, Barry-Wehmiller chose Microsoft Online Services to deliver 

all the scalability, security, and functionality the company needs for desktop and mobile 

email. The hosted communications and collaboration solution saved Barry-Wehmiller 

$200,000 in hardware and infrastructure costs as well as another $100,000 on an  

archiving solution. 

Communications technologies have evolved rapidly but independently, creating silos of 

technology that have led to redundancies and inefficiencies. End users are forced to juggle 

multiple usernames and passwords to access different communications services, while 

administrators have to manage redundant communications environments for email, voice 

mail, telephony, conferencing, and instant messaging. Microsoft Unified Communications 

integrates all of these communications environments to make it easier and more cost-effective 

than ever to collaborate.

For example, Microsoft Unified Communications presence technology enables real-time 

status of employees based on calendar information, login/activity status, and user preferences 

displayed across the organization. The integration of voice, video, web conferencing, and 

content sharing right from the desktop allows users to set up a call from the desktop and share 

the desktop within the same application. 
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enTerPrISe ConTenT managemenT

Much enterprise data is unstructured, unmanaged content. Reams of documents, email 

messages, videos, instant messages, and web pages clutter workspaces and hamper 

employee effectiveness. This state of disorder can prevent your organization from properly 

using valuable assets for better knowledge sharing, improved customer communications, 

and increased process efficiency. 

Enterprise Content Management from Microsoft can help you capture, manage, store, 

preserve, and deliver content across the enterprise. Using Microsoft Office SharePoint, 

Enterprise Content Management easily extends content management to all of your 

employees through integration with familiar tools such as the Microsoft Office system. 

You can consolidate content from multiple file shares and personal drives into a centrally 

managed repository with consistent categorization. You’ll satisfy compliance and legal 

requirements. Your employees can more efficiently publish web content with an easy-to-use 

authoring tool and approval process. And you’ll streamline your business processes with 

tools that manage the entire life cycle of unstructured content, from creation to expiration, 

on a single, unified platform. 

enTerPrISe SearCh

Search is more important than ever. Not only is the amount of content burgeoning, but 

your employees and customers are accustomed to finding information easily and quickly 

on the web, and they bring this expectation to work. Microsoft Enterprise Search connects 

people to information so they can take action. Search solutions may include a visual 

representation – to help the user identify patterns and discover new insights – or may be 

conversational – to allow a user to refine queries iteratively to get better answers.

Microsoft SharePoint 2010 offers comprehensive search features integrated with your 

business productivity infrastructure. Adding FAST ESP gives additional relevance by 

connecting your search history to your profile, giving you relevant search results across all 

of your activities, including social media, the web, documents, and more. 

rePorTIng anD analySIS

Most reporting solutions give you just one thing: a view of your data. Microsoft believes the 

true value of reporting lies in the ability to analyze and manipulate that data.

Microsoft’s comprehensive reporting and analysis tools take you that extra step, providing 

easy-to-use information directly where your employees work, collaborate, and make 

decisions. Now you can find the information you need across both structured assets (such 

as reports, spreadsheets, and analytical systems) and the growing number of assets held 
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in unstructured sources (such as blogs, wikis, presentations, and documents). But that’s 

not all. With self-service access to information, employees can create reports to share with 

colleagues, make rich digital dashboards across a variety of topics, and analyze information 

to identify business opportunities and respond to market drivers – all with one-click access 

to information, using only a browser.

ConTenT CreaTIon

Envision your teams expressing their great ideas visually, using video, audio and rich 

creative assets. Seamlessly using the information in line-of-business systems in the tools 

they use every day. Being always on, always connected wherever they are – at work, 

at home, or on the go. You now have an organization where ideas evolve to impact 

the business, IT maximizes investment in line of business systems, and employees feel 

productive and enabled whenever and wherever they choose to. 

With Office 2010 and SharePoint 2010, we efficiently empower the transformation of ideas 

into rich, open, and reusable content. We enable people to work anywhere with a consistent 

user experience, and with optimized performance for different tasks and data integrity. We 

help create content in open, standard formats and protocols that simplify data integration 

and consumption by other systems. And finally, we help meet compliance requirements and 

standards for accessible tools and content for people with disabilities.

A Forrester Consulting study commissioned by Microsoft10 has concluded that a typical 

organization with 7,000 employees can achieve a three-year net present value (NPV) of 

over $7 million (risk-adjusted net benefits) as a result of deploying Microsoft Office 2010. 

The payback period was a very quick five months, and the average NPV per information 

worker was $1,483 over three years. These three-year savings can be achieved through 

co-authoring productivity benefits of over $3 million in a sales and business development 

group, OneNote productivity benefits of nearly $1 million for 40 discrete project teams, 

elimination of third-party photo/video editing tools at a cost savings of over $34,000, and 

productivity gains associated with Office 2010 of nearly $7 million from features such as 

the enhanced Ribbon, Microsoft Office backstage view, protected view, paste preview, 

conversation view, calendar preview, and others.
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What’s New with Office 2010?

With Office 2010 on the PC, phone, and browser, your users can now be productive from any 

place or any device. The Office Web Apps extend the Office experience into the browser.  

With Office Mobile, users can stay up to the minute with applications that are much more than 

viewers. And with support for 64-bit processing, multicore processors, and advanced graphic 

cards, you can maximize performance on hardware.

Your employees can now communicate ideas with videos and photos and save time and 

money by easily editing them in Office 2010, without using additional editing programs. They 

can meet deadlines and reduce time spent coordinating changes by authoring documents 

together with others in real time. New commands can make everyone more productive and 

are easy to find with the Ribbon and backstage view.

Office 2010 is also a great line-of-business interface for applications like SAP or SharePoint and 

makes data accessible online and offline. User interface programmability enhancements and 

business connectivity services help unlock data stored in line-of-business systems and expose 

it to users via the familiar Office interface. Line-of-business systems also can access and work 

with content created in Office applications. 
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The MicrosofT ApplicATion  
plATforM opTiMizATion Model 
The Microsoft Application Platform Optimization (APO) Model is  
a simple framework to help you identify opportunities to optimize 
your application portfolio. 

The Apo Model is designed to help you align your applications and core business processes, 

assess the workload performance of your existing business-critical applications, and  

prioritize the application and infrastructure investments that will drive the greatest return  

for your business.

By providing an objective assessment of select business processes, the Apo Model helps 

you deconstruct large problems and pinpoint root causes to better align applications and 

infrastructure investments. Whether your goal is to buy a new application, extend an  

existing application, or build one in-house, the Apo Model makes it easier to quickly  

translate business objectives into successful iT projects. 

Business Gap Assessment. The Business Gap Assessment focuses on alignment of your 

business processes and the applications that support them. This assessment is designed to 

capture and define the critical business issues and industry-specific attributes that are  

causing you the most significant challenges.

Application Gap Assessment. The second part of our assessment focuses on the  

applications that support these critical business issues. This assessment is designed to help 

deconstruct complex business applications into smaller, more consumable parts to help  

you prioritize investments and resources to deliver the maximum business value. 
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CusTOM DevelOPMenT

Almost all enterprise organizations use organizational or departmental applications unique 

to their business processes, such as human resource information systems. To manage and 

develop these applications in a way that is consistent and repeatable, you need solutions for 

life-cycle management, application development, and user experience.

The Microsoft Development platform includes an integrated server with a single data store, 

featuring built-in collaboration and quality tools to assist your entire development team, as 

well as a common development framework for web services, rich client applications, smart 

devices, and more. This solution provides the integration and consistency necessary for 

successful custom development.

line-Of-Business PlATfOrM

Your line-of-business applications should work together for one single purpose: to further 

your business goals. so why does it seem like they are antagonistic sometimes? With a 

single line-of-business platform, your packaged solutions are integrated and may include:

•  Transaction processing to ensure your transactions are completed or  

cancelled successfully

•  A centrally managed application server that stores and exposes Apis for use by  

custom or third-party applications

•  Data-management processes that address issues related to corporate assets,  

including data governance, architecture, security, quality, and metadata and  

master-data management

•  embedded communications technologies that unite existing communication systems 

and tools using integrated services and client applications

•  Workflow automation that includes the tasks, procedures, organizations or people, 

information, and tools needed for each step in a business process
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WeB

Most likely you’re doing business on the web. if you’re not generating revenue, then you’re 

probably communicating and collaborating with customers and building your brand. Most 

organizations face the same set of challenges with the web: What’s the best way to attract 

an audience? What’s the most compelling experience to keep that audience engaged? how 

do you take this a step further and actually make money from web investments? And, then, 

after all is said and done, how do you know what’s working and what’s not, so you can build 

new experiences to meet customer demand?

With one integrated platform, your web experience should answer all of these questions 

with capabilities such as commerce; advertising; web content creation and management; 

search, social computing, and communities; digital assets; and analytics. Microsoft offers 

end-to-end solutions, encompassing digital marketing to attract and retain customers and 

internet business solutions to generate revenue from new and existing customers. And the 

web platform from Microsoft integrates well with your other applications and gives you 

highly advanced capabilities.

italian carmaker ferrari s.p.A. wanted to make its website as state-of-the-art and 

captivating as the cars it manufactures. The company migrated from a Java-based 

infrastructure to Microsoft sharepoint to streamline development, simplify content 

management, and improve user experience. With the new site, ferrari has created a 

stronger audience connection. site traffic has increased by 237%, with a 150% increase in 

unique visitors.
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if you’re like most enterprise organizations, you’re looking for greater revenue and reduced 

management costs from your web investments. You may also be hoping for improved 

customer satisfaction and loyalty and a strategy that aligns with your overall business goals. 

Microsoft solutions provide the entire web experience:

search. far beyond standard search, Microsoft’s fAsT search offers your customers the ability 

to make better decisions by providing a more visual, intuitive, and organized experience.  

fAsT search also provides the capability to integrate results from internet search engines such 

as Bing. 

social computing and communities. sharepoint server 2010 for internet sites helps you 

create scalable, customer-facing internet sites, private secure extranet sites, or robust intranet 

sites using the full social networking capabilities of sharepoint. 

digital Asset Management. The digital asset management feature in sharepoint 2010 can 

save you time and resources by providing a specialized repository for storing and managing 

digital assets. 

Analytics. As part of our integrated web platform, Atlas Advanced Analytics gives you a 

flexible and diverse collection of in-depth reports to help tap into powerful metrics; optimize 

your media, creative, and websites; and make smart marketing decisions. 

commerce. Microsoft’s e-commerce platform, using Microsoft commerce server, gives you 

templating features to change the look and feel of a site just by pointing and clicking. 

Advertising. The Microsoft Media network, reaching 70% of all U.s. internet users,  

employs online search behavior, category targeting, and profile targeting to make your 

message relevant. 

Web content Management. sharepoint’s new web content management features include 

built-in accessibility, multilingual support, and one-click page layout. 

inTegrATiOn

enterprise application integration ensures that front- and back-office systems are connected 

to support any business process or application. for example, you may integrate employee 

self-serve applications and online forms or your customer relationship management system 

and supply-chain management systems. With application integration, you can reduce 

complexity and ensure a lower total cost of ownership of applications.
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in Gartner’s 2009 cio survey, business intelligence ranked as the top technology priority and 

increasing the use of information/analytics was the fifth business priority.11 This is because, in 

addition to better business insight, business intelligence tools can help drive alignment across 

your organization and enable better performance management. here are the some of the 

benefits you might expect from a Microsoft reporting and analytics solution: wider access to 

current, consistent, accurate information from across an enterprise; alignment with team and 

organizational objectives and metrics; improved productivity; reduced cost and complexity of 

Bi; and decreased strain on iT for support of reports, dashboards, and analytics. 

rePOrTing AnD AnAlysis

information is at the heart of your organization’s ability to make strategic decisions. 

When you’re confident that your insight into data is sound, informed, and complete, you 

can trust that your decisions will help create competitive advantage and achieve your 

business goals. Microsoft provides tools for better decision making across structured and 

unstructured information. our dashboards and scorecards can be self-service, freeing up iT 

for more productive tasks. And by using familiar technologies in sharepoint, office, and sQl 

server, our reporting and analysis solution delivers business intelligence by integrating the 

strengths of these products on a single platform to empower informed business decisions. 

every day, the 15,000 information workers at Tyson foods share information with one 

another to develop and market hundreds of products. To speed employee connections, 

strengthen business insight, and improve efficiency, Tyson deployed Microsoft office 

sharepoint server 2007 as its company-wide collaboration platform. Using the software’s 

enterprise search capability, employees can find the people and data they need quickly, 

and employees have created more than 700 personal sites to share skills and experience. 

Users can access dashboards that expose sAp data through sharepoint sites to aid decision 

making, as well as business intelligence tools that integrate with Microsoft office desktop 

programs for improved insights. in addition, the iT staff has been able to quickly create 

powerful, new office Business Applications that are boosting productivity and savings 

across the company.
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DATA WArehOusing

complementary to the important tasks of reporting and analytics is data warehousing. 

Microsoft data-warehousing solutions are designed to store and connect your information 

securely, making the analysis, extraction, transformation, and loading processes easier. 

Because data is aggregated, compressed, and stored in a dynamic, scalable, integrated 

system, your organization can reduce long-term storage requirements and generate reports 

faster. proper data warehousing helps employees spend less time searching for the right 

data and more time on higher-value work and better decision making.

some organizations want departmental data warehouses that keep information cleanly 

within a silo. others want enterprise-level data warehousing, holding data across the 

organization and providing an aggregated view across all systems. even others want 

extreme query performance, massive scalability, and a federated architecture for high-end 

data warehouses. Microsoft provides solutions for all of these needs.
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Across every industry, these leaders have identified six key areas that 

have a significant, rapidly growing impact on their overall business 

outcomes and performance:

• Innovation Process Management

• Business Insight

• Sales and Service

• Digital Marketing

• Governance, Risk, and Compliance

• Operations

Microsoft and its partners focus our substantial energies and 

investments on creating solutions that help you achieve success 

in each of these areas. Some of the Microsoft technology-based 

solutions we offer give you deep visibility into daily operations, 

helping you facilitate the innovation process, streamline production 

costs, and expedite time to market. Others provide real-time 

customer insight, allowing you to stay ahead of the competition in 

meeting the next big wave of demand for products and services. 

As you explore this overview of those six key business areas,  

you’ll discover that Microsoft solutions are, in fact, uniquely 

positioned to complement your existing business processes and IT 

infrastructures – ours as well as others’. That’s due, in part, to the 

fact that our tools and technologies are already familiar to people all 

across your enterprise and likely play central roles in many of your 

daily business processes. Ultimately, the goal of our solutions is to 

ensure that you get the most value from your existing IT investments 

every day, to help you drive your business even more quickly down 

the path to success.

How these solutions are implemented to address business problems 

within specific industries is discussed in the six sections that follow 

this overview of business areas.

Microsoft has spent 
years working  

with customer and 
industry experts  

who, like you, are 
committed to leveraging  

technology for the 
growth and success of 

their businesses. 
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Resources for Success 

We’ve developed a 

widespread support 

system to ensure faster, 

more robust solutions  

for your business. 

Microsoft Services 

provides enterprise 

strategy, architecture, 

planning, implementation 

and support resources  

so you can realize  

the full potential of  

our solutions. 

Microsoft partners  

around the globe  

also provide both  

technical and industry-

specific expertise. For 

readiness training, tap 

Microsoft Learning,  

MSDN, and TechNet.

INNOVATION PROCESS 
MANAGEMENT
Business success isn’t about just math and science anymore. It’s 
also about creativity, imagination, and, above all, innovation. 

The good news is that most businesses have a steady source of fuel for innovation: ideas. 

They come from everywhere – primarily employees and business partners, but also from 

customers, consultants, academia, and even competitors. The bad news is that many 

companies lack a formal process for determining the value of any given idea and for 

moving it in a systematic, timely, cost-effective way from concept to reality. As a result,  

their opportunities for innovation simply slip through the cracks, along with their potential  

for success. 

These companies need innovation process management (IPM). IPM supports both the 

processes and the human interactions that accelerate innovation. An IPM solution, for 

instance, enables people to actively capture and share ideas, rate them, and collaborate on 

critical decisions about their associated risks, benefits, and strategic value. The technological 

structure behind IPM creates transparency and insight, provides metrics for measuring 

innovation, and drives cross-functional collaboration. It helps you connect the right ideas, 

the right markets, and the right resources.

The MIcroSofT SoluTIon

Microsoft IPM solutions give you a systematic, intuitive way to foster innovation by 

capturing, evaluating, and developing ideas from cradle to grave. These solutions – built  

on Office SharePoint Server 2010, Office InfoPath 2010, and the Microsoft enterprise  

project management solution – enable you to easily facilitate all six stages of innovation 

process management:

6. SELECT
Approval

4. EVALUATE
Idea analysis and 
approval

1. STRATEGIZE
Define and prioritize 
business strategy

5. DEFINE
Finalize design 
document

2. CAPTURE
Capture and publish 
ideas

3. FORMULATE
 •  Develop and publish 

business case
• Reviews and ratings
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Our technologies serve this innovation process not only by integrating project, portfolio, 

and idea management, but by allowing global teams to share knowledge and stay focused 

on value-added activities instead of reinventing the wheel. 

The Microsoft IPM solution provides a cornerstone for promoting a culture of innovation 

throughout your company. Working through customized SharePoint sites, you can locate 

historical documents and gather multidisciplinary innovation teams to rate, review, and 

collaborate online, adding both transparency and security to the innovation process. 

Management teams can rapidly assess ideas for their strategic value, determining their level 

of alignment using business drivers and metrics established in Office Project Portfolio Server 

2010. Product teams can tap SharePoint’s Business Data Catalog for data to help build 

business cases that include supporting information from line-of-business systems such as 

SAP or Siebel. And throughout the entire innovation process, Microsoft Rights Management 

Services maintains and monitors permissions for all classified documents and email, 

ensuring that your company’s intellectual property remains secure. 

Microsoft Innovation Process 
Management solution benefits

Widens the idea pipeline

•  Fosters a culture of innovation

•  Involves the right people at the right time

•   Facilitates collaborative participation 

formalizes the innovation process 

•  Balances creativity with process discipline

•  Ensures key actions happen at the right time

•  Secures and manages intellectual capital

optimizes roI and time to market 

•  Provides objective, strategic selection criteria 

to maximize relevancy

•  Improves speed and robustness of  

idea selection

•  Maximizes the financial return of  

selected ideas

•  Optimizes budget allocation based  

on strategic value

BUSINESS INSIGHT
for four consecutive years, Gartner Group surveys have shown 
that cIos rank business insight as their top priority.

And in a recent analyst poll by CIO magazine, business insight ranked second in the list 

of spending priorities. Clearly, there’s a strong desire – and need – for better insight, and 

business insight solutions can help you get it. The ideal business insight solution allows you, 

with a relatively small incremental investment, to extract data from your existing IT systems 

and analyze that data in various ways designed to measure performance, identify cost-

cutting and growth opportunities, and increase agility.
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So what stands between most businesses and better business insight? The costs associated 

with implementation, adoption, and maintenance are major concerns. So are data 

accessibility (Is the data relevant to the particular user and delivered in an easy-to-use 

format?), data security, and solution scalability. Our business insight solutions remove these 

roadblocks, helping you drive better strategic, tactical, and operational decision making 

throughout your organization.

The MIcroSofT SoluTIon

Our first goal was to put business insight capabilities in the hands of everyone who needs 

them. That’s why SQL Server, SharePoint, and Excel with PowerPivot – tools commonly 

used at many levels of most organizations – make up the backbone of our solution. 

Excel, for instance, employs IT-defined data connections and data-mining add-ins so 

that analysts can quickly perform ad hoc analyses to identify real-time trends not visible 

in canned reports. SQL Server includes powerful reporting and analytics capabilities. 

And PerformancePoint Server with SharePoint allows users to drill through data via web 

browsers and to publish reports and documents to central libraries where data is easier to 

track, store, and manage.

Because improving productivity is always key to customers, we made it central to our 

solution, primarily through the ability to create customized, interactive dashboards 

that collect data from multiple sources (structured and unstructured) and present it in 

one timely, consolidated view. Beyond that, PerformancePoint Server scorecards drive 

accountability and help keep people aligned with goals, while strategy maps allow 

management to monitor performance against specific metrics. Every step of the way, 

SharePoint integration allows people everywhere in the organization to easily find and 

share data, collaborating whenever and wherever they need to. 

Ultimately, the obligation of implementing and supporting our business insight solution 

falls to your IT group. For them, efficiency is paramount. Thanks to SharePoint’s built-in 

data-consolidation capabilities, your IT staff can easily integrate multiple IT investments, 

keeping system costs and complexity to a minimum. SQL Server’s data-warehouse offering 

is based on scale-up architecture, which means you can expand your system by adding 

inexpensive commodity hardware instead of paying for expensive server farms. Other 

features that reduce costs as well as improve data-warehouse scalability and performance 

include query optimization, resource governing, enhanced partitioning, and database and 

backup compression. Once again, the familiar Microsoft environment plays a key role: 

accustomed, familiar, intuitive development and management tools help developers  

come up to speed quickly. That same recognizable development environment also helps  

them quickly integrate business insight capabilities into their application designs and 

enhance administration.
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Every day, the 15,000 information workers at Tyson Foods share information with one 

another to develop and market hundreds of products. To speed employee connections, 

strengthen business insight, and improve efficiency, Tyson deployed Microsoft Office 

SharePoint Server 2007 as its company-wide collaboration platform. The employees  

use business connectivity technologies and reporting tools to self-serve their  

information needs and to create, publish, and distribute information more securely,  

with minimal training. 

The Tyson IT staff uses Excel Services in Office SharePoint Server 2007 to combine sales 

and SAP data into a Microsoft Office Excel 2007 spreadsheet that’s accessible through 

a single dashboard. Because Excel Services dynamically renders the spreadsheet as an 

interactive HTML web part, users can access the spreadsheet from the SharePoint site with 

any web browser. In one dashboard screen, Tyson sales managers and salespeople can view 

individual performance, or the performance of a team, in a way that makes sense to them. 

“Salespeople can see what they’re being measured against and view their own performance 

in the context of their peers across the company,” says Rebecca Wilson, Project Leader 

of Tyson’s Productivity Management Group. “Managers can see their entire team’s 

performance and drill down for more detail.” In the finance department, the IT staff uses 

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Analysis Services to create analysis cubes – data structures that 

enable fast analysis of data – and Excel Services to publish those cubes to a SharePoint site, 

where financial analysts can easily view them. Tyson also uses SQL Server Reporting Services 

to create financial reports that are posted on SharePoint sites for easy report distribution 

and management. “Office SharePoint Server 2007 business insight tools are faster to learn 

and use than our other tools…[and]…more people [can] take advantage of business insight 

due to the familiar interface,” says Wilson. 

Microsoft Business Insight solution benefits

•  Provides powerful business insight capabilities via familiar tools that promote rapid, 

widespread adoption, enable collaboration, and reduce dependency on IT staff

•  Improves overall productivity via easily customized, self-service dashboards that increase 

visibility and help people maintain alignment with goals and objectives

•  Enhances IT efficiency by easily consolidating multiple data sources, simplifying scalability, 

and reducing overall system costs and complexity 

HOW OUR 

SOLUTIONS ARE 

MAkING  

A DIFFERENCE
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SALES AND SERVICE 
Across every industry, sales and service paradigms are shifting.

Salespeople feel even more pressure to shrink sales costs and win new business, even  

when – thanks to travel, training, administrative work, and so on – they spend only 45% of 

their time actually selling.12 Meanwhile, in the customer service realm, retaining customers 

and their profit potential has become the top priority. As a result, companies are rethinking 

strategies, making contact centers – which have historically been responsible for integrating 

and managing post-sale customer interactions – a major revenue stream for building 

customer loyalty through cross-selling and upselling.

Technologies geared toward sales and service solutions have become vital to success in 

this quickly evolving landscape. The solution’s primary mission for sales must be to provide 

tools and technologies that help salespeople spend less time on tasks that aren’t directly 

related to selling and more on growing profitable customer relationships. On the customer 

service side, the solution needs to open new channels for customer contact so that service 

providers can fully understand and quickly respond to customer needs. Of course, for both 

sales and service, any solution must produce enough ROI fast enough to be worth your 

investment in the IT.

The MIcroSofT SoluTIon

Easy-to-use, connected, secure, cost-effective – all are fitting descriptors of our sales and 

service solutions. Designed to integrate directly with your existing applications, our tools 

and technologies work together to provide powerful, real-time benefits at every level of 

your organization – 360º customer views, unified communications, business intelligence, 

management reporting capabilities, and more. And unlike competitive offerings, our solutions 

fully capitalize on your staff’s existing know-how by offering a familiar interface and work 

environment that dovetail smoothly with the business processes they already use.

Thanks to Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Integrated Contact Center, Office SharePoint 

Server, SQL Server, and a host of Microsoft communications technologies, our customer 

service solutions allow teams to securely access and share information anytime, anywhere. 

What’s more, these solutions open every available channel between you and your 

customers, providing them self-service via interactive voice response, the web, mobile 

devices, kiosks, and TVs, as well as assisted live service via contact-center phones, chat, 

email, and fax. Enterprise customers and industry analysts alike give our solutions high 

marks. In fact, Forrester and Gartner recently rated Microsoft as a leader based on customer 

profitability measurements, multiple channels and queues, skills-based routing, presence 

management, automated call distribution, offer management, social network monitoring, 

knowledge management, customer loyalty, and CTI integration to multiple platforms –  

all key ingredients to the success of any customer service organization. 
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Microsoft Sales and Service 
solution benefits

customer service

•  Leverages new opportunities through 

communities via social networking spaces

•  Increases agent efficiency with a unified 

desktop including 360º customer views

•   Minimizes costly mistakes through 

consistent practices

•   Shrinks training, maintenance, and upgrade 

costs with familiar Microsoft solutions

•   Improves decision making with seamless, 

cross-company data flows

Sales 

•  Increases revenue potential with a  

complete, contextual, 360º view of customer

•  Expands selling time, shortens sales 

cycles, and increases close rates through 

automated, streamlined sales processes

•  Accelerates sales cycles via anytime, 

anywhere access to data and 

communications with distributed sales  

team members

•  Improves sales performance and decision 

making through powerful insight 

and forecasting that enable real-time 

adjustments in sales strategy

Like our customer service offerings, our sales solutions are focused on providing a 

connected, collaborative environment, linking people at every level of the organization with 

each other and the data they need for deep, real-time customer and business insights and 

to optimize the sales cycle. The enormous gains in efficiency that result from this anytime, 

anywhere accessibility (not to mention working in an already-familiar environment) allow 

salespeople to focus more of their time on selling and managers to stay on top of current 

sales numbers as well as any pipeline prospects that may require direct involvement at 

the executive level. And – also like our customer service offerings – our sales solutions are 

designed to maximize use of existing IT investments with minimal complexity and cost, 

offering reliability, high performance, and plenty of flexibility to fit both the current and 

future needs of your business.

Winchester Ammunition, one of the legendary names in U.S. manufacturing, recognized 

that its most frequent customers wanted in-depth, dynamic information on the ballistics 

of the company’s products – but their static brochures and website didn’t engage each 

and every customer. So Winchester created a ballistics calculator, using a software-plus-

services architecture and technologies that included Microsoft Silverlight 2. The result can 

be easily adapted for the web, tradeshow booths, and even in-store kiosks and phones. 

“Using Silverlight and Windows Presentation Foundation to implement our software-plus-

services architecture…cut months off our time to market,” says Jeff Fattic, Solution Architect 

at Quilogy (the Microsoft Gold Certified Partner that developed the solution). By educating 

consumers about Winchester products, the calculator is expected to help create more 

satisfied and loyal customers and increase sales and market share. Web traffic is estimated 

to increase by 20%.

HOW OUR 

SOLUTIONS ARE 

MAkING  

A DIFFERENCE
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DIGITAL MARkETING
Marketing has changed dramatically in the last few years. 

New technologies – from social media and mobility to rich digital media devices and 

natural user interfaces – keep shifting how and where consumers and business users 

interact with content, and therefore how and where marketers connect with customers.  

As a result, digital marketing has become a top concern – and a prime opportunity –  

for marketers everywhere. To win customers, marketers need to become highly adaptive, 

accountable, and responsive. Success depends on building innovative and real-time 

connections with customers, more integrated and personalized website and brand 

experiences, and better customer intelligence. 

Today’s businesses need to make a strong commitment to digital marketing through 

renewed investment in technology and innovation, deep partnerships, and an integrated 

approach to customer-centric data. Ultimately, the ideal digital marketing solution must 

fully address the three Rs at the forefront of every CMO’s mind: reach, retention, and 

revenue. It must make the connections between back-end technologies and myriad 

touchpoints available to customers, including mobile devices, PCs, interactive TVs, and 

others. It must make everything – media properties, technology platforms, authoring tools, 

and analytics software – click.

The MIcroSofT SoluTIon

Microsoft is in a unique position to help marketers harness the power of media and 

technology and build a marketing platform for the future – one that enables more 

efficiency, effectiveness, and agility across all marketing touchpoints. First, we have access 

to a huge online audience across multiple digital devices. We provide the tools and 

technologies that power today’s most relevant, attention-getting experiences, allowing you 

to generate demand with the right people at the right place, and at the right cost; monetize 

that experience through e-commerce or advertising revenues; and gather and analyze 

customer data, gaining the insight and agility that keep you on top of market trends.  

Our offerings include customer relationship management tools, business productivity tools, 

social computing platforms, and more to facilitate enterprise-wide collaboration and boost 

campaign results. And we provide it all in the form of a flexible, scalable platform that 

capitalizes on both on-premises and cloud assets to simplify the IT side of your  

marketing business.

Microsoft SharePoint, FAST, and Atlas Advanced Analytics form the core of our digital 

marketing solutions. These technologies allow you to effectively tap the Internet, digital 

advertising, and social media to drive and measure business results. Combining SharePoint 

for Internet Sites and FAST, you can create adaptive websites that drive revenue through 

engaging social and touch-based experiences. These same solutions can help you influence 
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Microsoft Digital Marketing 
solution benefits

Monetization

•  Provides content delivery over multiple 

media, brands, and locales

•  Drives focused marketing and advertising  

of products and services

•  Increases number of unique visitors,  

click-throughs, and online conversion rates

•  Significantly boosts cross-sell and upsell 

activities for generating more revenue

IT  

•  Speeds time to market

•  Reduces IT burden and lowers IT  

support costs

•  Supports better deployment and 

configuration process for new tools  

and technologies

•  Provides scalable, extendable infrastructure   

•  Increases flexibility for expanding content 

and user experience

•  Offers centralized, integrated tools

•  Facilitates building compelling websites  

that provide rich customer experiences

cross-channel engagement or manage customer experiences across a variety of touchpoints 

with consistency, flexibility, and effectiveness. What’s more, you can couple Microsoft Atlas 

Advanced Analytics with self-service business insight technologies to create solutions that 

tie website analytics, social media information, and customer relationship management/

enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems together, allowing you to gain unique insight 

into customer behavior and campaign effectiveness.

In delivering the ideal digital marketing solution, we often collaborate with certified 

partners who are experts in their fields. These leading interactive agencies and system 

integrators have the skills and experience to fully connect the front end (advertising and 

websites, for example) with the back end (customer databases, web servers, and business 

intelligence) to ensure your campaigns are both compelling and effective.

kraft Foods – one of the world’s largest food and beverage companies – needed to give 

its brand groups greater speed and flexibility in connecting with consumers online. They 

chose Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 as a new global standard for web content 

management and now use it to run their three largest websites, with plans to migrate 

all 270 consumer-facing websites. Office SharePoint Server 2007 is providing Kraft with 

streamlined web content publishing, support for new forms of digital marketing, and 

the performance, scalability, and reliability needed to support more than 100 million 

page views per month. “Office SharePoint Server 2007 not only meets our needs for web 

content management, but also provides a wealth of features that will help us engage with 

consumers in new ways,” says Karen Chisholm, a Senior Director of Service Delivery at Kraft. 

What’s more, the solution’s rich capabilities and ease of management are expected to  

save Kraft $2.2 million in agency fees, support costs, and development costs over the next 

two years.

HOW OUR 

SOLUTIONS ARE 

MAkING  

A DIFFERENCE
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GOVERNANCE, RISk, AND 
COMPLIANCE
Governance, risk management, and compliance (Grc) initiatives 
rank among the top strategic imperatives at most organizations. 

Many organizations are reviewing their current and future states of risk and compliance 

initiatives to deal with rapidly changing global and local regulations. There’s no end  

in sight to the growing need for creating process transparency or for managing  

exposure to risk. Organizations need to be agile to keep pace with constant updates  

in industry regulations.

GRC management solutions are designed to help organizations comply with current 

regulations, manage their risk, and facilitate required corporate disclosures. To be truly 

effective, these solutions must be an integral and cost-effective part of the everyday routine 

throughout an organization. Also crucial are accurate, thorough, and easily customizable 

reporting capabilities, both for measuring risk and for demonstrating compliance.

The MIcroSofT SoluTIon

We believe that efficiency, productivity, and automation must play central roles in any GRC 

initiative. With that in mind, our approach to long-term GRC management is founded on 

a set of five forward-looking principles: Maximize existing tools and investments. Ensure 

efficiency and productivity. Embed easy-to-use risk and compliance controls in everyday 

activities. Foster a risk and compliance culture by focusing on the last-mile workflow. Finally, 

automate current- and future-state blueprints. We apply these five principles in all of our 

GRC solutions. 

MICROSOFT GRC 

SOLUTIONS  

ARE FOCUSED IN  

FIVE kEy AREAS

BUSINESS  
CONTINUITy 

MANAGEMENT

SECURITy  
& PRIVACy

DOCUMENT 
& RECORDS 

MANAGEMENT

REGULATORy 
COMPLIANCE & 

CONTROLS

RISk ANALySIS  
& REPORTING
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In document and records management, for example, we help ease compliance burdens by 

integrating controls within the everyday Microsoft applications and tools your employees 

already know. In regulatory compliance and controls, we enable workflows and processes 

for new and existing regulations such as E-discovery, SOX, MiFID, NERC, PCI DSS, and 

more. Our risk analysis and reporting tools help users collect, compute, and report risk 

measures. In the event of an incident, our business continuity management capabilities help 

users access essential services via underlying unified communications technologies and 

collaborative workspaces, processes, and workflows. And to ensure information safety and 

privacy, our tools and technologies provide the framework you need to maintain  

data and process integrity and to comply with both national and international security 

privacy standards.

In bringing GRC solutions to customers, Microsoft collaborates with more than 100 

global and local industry solution providers, all of whom have extensive experience with 

enterprise-level organizations. These organizations offer a variety of industry- and vertical- 

specific solutions, and they are experts at helping organizations simplify and expedite 

their risk management and compliance practices. If you choose to extend or build on your 

existing framework using our solutions, we can help speed your deployment by mapping 

your needs to our core technology and capabilities. Microsoft SharePoint 2010, for example, 

provides an integrated platform that facilitates the enterprise-wide collaboration that’s 

key to all risk and compliance initiatives. Online workspaces, content management, forms 

and templates, business intelligence, search capabilities – all of these SharePoint features 

are ideal for supporting corporate compliance programs, as well as broader enterprise risk 

management and compliance frameworks.

Roche Diagnostics (part of Switzerland’s Roche Group) has a proud history of and strong 

commitment to innovating products and services that improve quality of life. A leader in  

in-vitro diagnostics, the firm manages a vast and expanding volume of molecular research 

and translates that into products with high medical value for physicians and patients. 

Because of the complex and detailed nature of this work, Roche Diagnostics has stringent 

requirements for document management and storage. When the company wanted to 

replace its existing document management system for IT projects with a new solution that 

included a more robust feature set, it turned to Microsoft Gold Certified Partner Alegri 

International for help building a solution based on Microsoft Office SharePoint Server. 

“The outstanding user-friendliness and collaboration features of Office SharePoint Server 

within the familiar Office environment were incredibly compelling,” says Simona Scheele-

Cretulov, Senior Enterprise Document Management Consultant for Roche Diagnostics. 

The new system, which took about six months to implement, provides comprehensive 

security features, workflow support for the entire document life cycle, and automated PDF 

rendering and publishing. The solution was also designed to comply with strict U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration regulations and was successfully audited by an independent 

expert after project completion.

HOW OUR 

SOLUTIONS ARE 

MAkING  

A DIFFERENCE
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Microsoft Grc solution benefits

•  Maximizes existing IT investments and 

capabilities

•  Requires little training, thanks to familiar 

Microsoft environment 

•  Boosts efficiency in everyday workflows  

and processes 

•  Enhances productivity in common 

compliance routines

•  Embeds last-mile compliance workflow  

at the desktop level

•  Integrates GRC into regular daily activities

•  Promotes self-service (right information, 

right time, right format)

•  Integrates easily with a rich ecosystem of 

Microsoft partner solutions

•  Requires low total cost of ownership

•  Deploys quickly and easily, enabling  

fast-track projects

OPERATIONS
The evolving global economy presents organizations in every 
industry with the difficult challenge of maintaining quality, 
growth, and innovation while constantly reducing costs in  
ever-shorter product life cycles. 

As they attempt to balance these opposing needs, enterprises face new complexities in the 

modern marketplace: a shortage of skilled resources; greater demand for differentiation 

from growing competition; global shifts in supply and demand; the evolution of new 

business models; and the need for sustainability across multiple markets. Streamlining 

operations is a natural starting point for addressing most of these issues. 

Whether its products and services are physical or digital, every enterprise needs a new class 

of adaptive technology to support core manufacturing, store, branch, or service operations, 

in addition to multi-enterprise supply chains. In evaluating potential solutions, today’s 

manufacturers look for technologies that can help them deal with increasingly complex 

business operations as well as anticipate, innovate, and accelerate delivery of world-class 

products, services, and processes. To that end, the most useful operations-focused solutions 

are those that enable role-based productivity in everyday product and service delivery 

by integrating people, processes, and business systems across organizational boundaries. 

Simultaneously, the ideal solutions also allow ideas, knowledge, data, and business insights 

to flow freely during every step of the product or service life cycle.
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The MIcroSofT SoluTIon

Over the years, Microsoft technologies have become ubiquitous in the operations arena. 

In fact, AMR Research estimates that more than 90% of today’s manufacturing execution 

systems run on Microsoft Windows and SQL Server, and many point-of-sale (POS) systems 

are also Microsoft-based. We believe our broad-scale presence will endure: Forrester 

Research is advocating more “dynamic business applications,” while the Gartner Group 

points out the need for enterprise business applications and personal productivity tools to 

converge through Office-based business applications. 

All of our operations solutions are founded on SQL Server 2008, a high-end, scalable 

database platform that provides secure, easy access to stored data, plus the capability to  

integrate operational data across disparate production and service delivery systems 

including manufacturing execution systems, ERP, POS, and supply-chain management 

(SCM). SQL Server also includes powerful reporting and analysis services that allow  

you to easily scale demanding analytical applications with millions of records and  

thousands of users.

Another key component in our solution offering is Dynamics AX – a Microsoft  

application that leverages BizTalk Server for automated data collection, SharePoint for 

role-based dashboards, SQL Server for performance management, and Microsoft Unified 

Communications for real-time collaboration capabilities via phone, mobile devices, live 

meetings, and more. Dynamics AX is, in fact, a prime example of what Gartner refers to as 

a “visionary” breed of operational ERP – one that can support operations and augment a 

legacy administrative system in a two-tier deployment model. 

Even beyond the mission-critical, real-time systems described here, Microsoft and its 

certified partners have developed a variety of industry-specific solutions to help  

you leverage investments in core transactional systems while overcoming the inability  

of many legacy systems to adapt to a modern, dynamic business environment.

The Würth Group is a leading European distributor of fasteners and mounters. With 

more than three million customers and 400 subsidiaries in 84 countries, the company 

sought to streamline order processing and fulfillment and to gain better visibility into 

its global operations. In doing so, the company adopted a two-tier model for its ERP 

systems, deploying Microsoft Dynamics AX to its subsidiaries and maintaining a legacy SAP 

deployment at its corporate offices. The Würth Phoenix Group (the Würth Group’s IT team) 

developed WÜRTHPHOENIX Trade+, a template for Microsoft Dynamics AX, which helps 

deploy the solution to new businesses, ensures consistent application of business rules, 

and enables rapid implementation of industry-specific functionality. Since implementation, 

the Würth Group subsidiaries have reduced their order-processing workload by 50% while 

providing the organization with greater visibility into operations. “Trade+ and Microsoft 

Dynamics AX offer key advantages for our international orientation and for enhancing the 

HOW OUR 

SOLUTIONS ARE 

MAkING  

A DIFFERENCE
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joint character within the group,” says Bernd Herrmann, Managing Director of the Würth 

Group. “We can activate new companies practically at the touch of a button, and industry 

specifics can be easily implemented.”

Microsoft operations  
solution benefits

•  Higher efficiency through a familiar, easy-

to-use, role-tailored environment

•  Connected, collaborative online 

environments for real-time operational 

intelligence that spans applications, business 

processes, and enterprises

•  Cost-effective, modern applications that can 

adapt to dynamic business operations and 

be right-sized for branches, companies, or 

divisions of any size 

•  Unified communications capabilities that 

provide presence, identity, and collaboration 

platforms for rapid issue resolution across 

geographic and enterprise boundaries

•  Secure storage and retrieval of intellectual 

property across distributed, multi-enterprise 

operations via digital rights management

•  Deeper, more accurate actionable 

operational intelligence through automated 

data collection, direct data access, broad 

reporting, and pervasive performance-

management capabilities



MICROSOFT-BASED 
SOLUTIONS  
FOR INDUSTRY



These solutions – delivered by our global network of partner 

resources – address important universal business needs across 

multiple industries, helping them to:

•  Attract and retain high-value customers through  
differentiated experiences.

•  Accelerate new product and service development and  
go-to-market success.

•  Improve business and financial performance with better  
business insights.

•  Simplify regulatory compliance and increase  
business transparency.

•  Increase efficiency and streamline processes and  
value-chain integration.

Beyond meeting the general priorities, Microsoft-based solutions 

attend effectively to these concerns at the specific industry level. 

For example, consumer goods organizations want to formalize 

the innovation process, allowing decision makers to evaluate 

projects based on strategic objectives and determine which ideas 

are worth investing in. Financial services organizations need more 

effective controls for managing compliance efforts. And healthcare 

organizations are seeking ways to facilitate patient and physician 

collaboration toward improving communication and care. Using 

solutions based on our technologies, these organizations – and  

yours – can turn bright ideas into strategic value.

The previous section of this guide provided a high-level overview 

of six key business areas for industries across the board – and the 

ways in which Microsoft and its partners are uniquely positioned 

to address those needs. In the following sections, we dive deeper, 

focusing on solutions specific to five major industry groups: 

communications, distribution and services, financial services, 

manufacturing and resources, and public sector organizations. 

As you consider how you might implement any of these solutions 

in your organization, keep Microsoft Services in mind. This group 

provides architecture and planning, technology consulting, and 

enterprise support to reduce your risk and accelerate deployment. 

Together with our worldwide partners, our Services group can make 

all the potential that Microsoft technology offers into a reality for 

your organization.

Over time, we’ve 
identified more  

than 100 key  
business problems 

that are solved 
by Microsoft 

technologies. 
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It’s no surprise that the telecommunications 
and media and entertainment industries 
continue to be engulfed in change. 
Markets are expanding, as is income potential. In the bid to outpace 

growing competition, companies need foresight and flexibility to make 

the kinds of rapid sales and service improvements that will attract and 

retain customers without increasing operating or capital expenses. It’s a 

challenging position.

MICROSOFT IN THE  
COMMUNICATIONS 
SECTOR

INDUSTRY 
SOLUTIONS

COMMUNICATIONS: 

SALES & SERVICE

Telecommunications  
Sales and Support 

Media Business 
Management

DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital Marketing  
and Experience

BUSINESS INSIGHT

Business Intelligence  
Solutions

MEDIA &  

ENTERTAINMENT: 

OPERATIONS

Digital Content  
Management
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MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT

Business models are constantly morphing to capitalize on new opportunities for profit, 

especially in advertising. The content development process, too, is changing, as new 

technologies bring new functionality – and new challenges – to the table. Meanwhile, delivery 

systems are expanding to serve a growing number of devices, channels, and platforms. In 

response, customer service must follow suit, integrating content and business systems to 

better manage customer profiles to support the connected entertainment experience.

TElECoMMuNICATIoNS 

For telecom providers, there is an ever-increasing demand for more personalized and value-

added customer service. Their ability to maintain loyal customer bases rests increasingly on 

offering specifically targeted service bundles, accessible through multiple channels (handsets, 

kiosks, retail stores, and so on). And in this economic climate, it’s even more critical that 

telecoms bring these new services to market quickly, while managing their network and 

business operations with utmost efficiency. 

Microsoft communications solutions focus on digital marketing, operations, sales and service, 

and business insight – all the tools you need to maintain and grow your business. We can help 

you deliver rich, interactive content swiftly and seamlessly, via the ever-expanding array of 

devices your customers are using. We can help you improve services by aggregating real-time 

customer data in a single user interface, automating cross-application processes, providing 

your services through the wide variety of channels with the continuity customers expect. And, 

as your business continues to expand, we can help offload some of the expense and heavy 

lifting involved in storing, processing, and distributing the data that’s central to your success.
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Capture timely  
insights to fuel  

both efficiencies  
and opportunities

Address key  
customer needs  

to boost visibility  
and growth

BuSINESS INTEllIGENCE (BI) IN TElECoMMuNICATIoNS

In the telecommunications industry – where the competitive pressure to differentiate 

your service is constant, and non-traditional players, new to the market, are rendering 

standard business models obsolete – the need for BI feels especially urgent. The abilities 

to respond quickly to the demands of tech-savvy consumers and maximize the marketing 

opportunities in customer interactions have shifted from ideals to strategic imperatives. 

Along with the next wave of online services (those delivered via operator channels  

such as Windows Live Services and Business Productivity Online Services) comes the 

greater need for insights that allow you to attract, retain, and upsell customers at  

every touchpoint; to communicate and collaborate securely; and to drive efficiencies 

across your business and beyond. And, of course, gleaning those insights had better  

be cost-effective. 

Microsoft’s telecommunications business intelligence solution delivers on all of these 

points. In fact, our complete, integrated offering is the only BI solution designed to give 

everyone – information workers, IT professionals, and developers alike – the insight 

they need to make sound strategic, tactical, and operational decisions. It all happens in 

the Microsoft Office work environment, so there’s very little learning curve and no time 

wasted switching in and out of different programs.

TElECoMMuNICATIoNS SAlES AND SuPPoRT

As telecommunications technology expands and becomes more sophisticated, consumers 

are becoming savvier and demanding more of their providers. In customer service, your 

challenge is to closely monitor and manage their satisfaction: maximizing profitability 

depends on it. Meanwhile, on the sales side, the key to building and maintaining a world-

Following are just a  
few of the many 

Microsoft offerings that address the 
business and technology needs of our 
communications industry customers.

COMMUNICATIONS 
SOLUTIONS IN ACTION
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Improve business  
insight to strengthen  

audience and  
partner relationships

class sales organization rests in improving visibility, the objective being to identify those 

deals that require your direct involvement and to quickly shift resources as necessary to 

impact your company’s growth.

Thanks to built-in business productivity, search, and CRM capabilities, our sales and support 

solution gets right to the heart of your industry’s sales and service strategy: the contact 

center, retail, and the web. As operators race to introduce the next wave of online services, 

our specialized solutions – for example, converged billing – allow you to quickly and 

seamlessly extend your capabilities, pushing you ahead of the pack in terms of service and 

profitability. 

MEDIA BuSINESS MANAGEMENT

Advertising, broadcasting, film, music, and publishing companies have all been affected 

by unprecedented shifts in the markets they serve. Ad revenue from traditional mass 

media is falling, while new opportunities in online and mobile media continue to emerge, 

challenging companies to deliver content in more engaging yet cost-effective ways. 

Developing a sound business strategy involves diving deep – analyzing key data to pinpoint 

inefficiencies and leakages in order to understand customer and product profitability, to 

track sales processes and the effectiveness of ad campaigns, and to identify and address 

customer needs ahead of your competition. 

Based on Microsoft Dynamics, Microsoft Business Intelligence, and the Microsoft Office 

system, our media business management solutions cover the entire spectrum of business-

management needs, from enterprise resource planning and customer relationship 

management to business intelligence and business productivity. What’s more, our 

worldwide partners can bring even the most complex, fast-paced organizations online 

quickly, customizing solutions for maximum productivity throughout your workforce. 

Omnicom knows this first-hand. When this $13 billion holding company wanted  

to improve its agencies’ financial management and reporting capabilities, they chose to 

standardize on one ERP system: Microsoft Dynamics AX. “We needed to implement  

best-in-class financial management software that would allow our agencies to report in 

faster time frames and meet the varying client demands for information,” says Wayne 

Wilson, Global Program Manager for Omnicom. “Microsoft Dynamics AX had the  
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scalability and localization capabilities – both language and statutory – that we required as 

a global organization.” Chuck Miller, Financial Systems Manager for Zimmerman Advertising 

(one of Omnicom’s agencies) notes dramatic efficiency increases, saying,“[We’re saving] 

80 hours each month with our new process for importing transactions, and our ability to 

capture more detailed information is better as well.”

As ways of delivering high-quality content evolve, so do opportunities for media and 

entertainment companies to grow advertising revenue. But you’ve got to move fast to 

acquire, track, manage, and deliver rich content to today’s consumers, who demand not 

only a unique experience, but instant access via the most convenient device. 

DIGITAl CoNTENT MANAGEMENT

Even the best content-management solutions on the market today tend to be monolithic 

and difficult to integrate with existing business processes. But Microsoft’s digital content 

management solution – built on our open standards-based platform – dovetails with your 

existing IT infrastructure while streamlining creative collaboration, content management, 

and media distribution across the disparate systems your teams rely on. What’s more, a 

single, unified environment allows your developers to bring new services online quickly, 

easily offload large-scale data-management tasks to the cloud, and keep total cost of 

ownership to a minimum. A case in point: To meet emerging trends in journalism, develop 

richer content, accelerate publication, and reduce costs, the Associated Press (AP) 

needed to develop new tools for creating, editing, and distributing news stories – up to 

60,000 articles per day. Its next-generation newsroom is taking shape as an Office Business 

Application that will replace the organization’s current text-editing tool with Microsoft 

Office Word 2007 and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server. Using the already-familiar Office 

programs, the AP is creating a fast, stable application that saves development resources, 

reduces training costs, improves productivity, and enhances editorial flexibility.

“ Our experience so far is that we can turn around 
new capabilities much faster. Using Office Word 
and Office SharePoint Server, we added a feature 
in several days that took us several weeks to 
implement in the old system.”

—Chad Schorr  

Director of Newsroom Technology 

 Associated Press

Leverage existing  
IT to speed  

collaboration  
and lower costs 
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MICROSOFT SILVERLIGHT  
AND EXPRESSION BLEND

With the 2009 NFL season, NBC 

Universal wanted to attract and engage 

football fans with an online, interactive 

program that complemented its live 

broadcast of Sunday Night Football. 

NBC engaged several technology partners, 

including Vertigo and iStreamPlanet, to 

build the experience around Microsoft 

Silverlight 3 and Internet Information 

Services (IIS) Smooth Streaming, which 

adapts the quality of a video stream for 

each user in real time. NBC created a unique 

experience that let the audience watch 

games in HD on the web while enjoying 

unprecedented access to five synchronized 

camera angles, intuitive DVR controls 

coupled with markers from a game’s key 

plays, real-time statistics from the NFL, and 

live interaction with commentators. Says 

Mike Moser, Senior Architect at Vertigo, 

“[Microsoft] Silverlight and Expression 

Blend gave us the tools we needed to 

quickly prototype our best design ideas and 

then make sure those experiences carried 

through to the final iteration. This enabled 

us to deliver a highly polished, feature-rich 

product in a short period of time.” Mio 

Babic, CEO of iStreamPlanet, adds, “The API 

we used for syncing all of the data in the 

fragmented mp4 files made it possible to 

land all of the feeds on the same timeline 

without running lots of background 

processes.” The end result: Sunday Night 

Football Extra successfully streamed one 

million hours of video to approximately 

2.2 million unique visitors, complete with 

innovative monetization opportunities for  

the company.

“ IIS Smooth Streaming with Silverlight was the key 
to delivering the best-quality video to the largest 
number of viewers.”

—Perkins Miller 

Senior Vice President of Digital Media 

NBC Sports

NBC Streams Sunday Night Football in HD to Millions 
of Fans Through Interactive Player
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No matter what the economic climate, 
consumption of products and services, both 
necessary and discretionary, is not going 
away – it’s just that more and more products 
and services demand and fragment the 
consumers’ attention. 
That’s why, now more than ever, staying on top in any distribution and 

services industry means staying connected – to employees, to suppliers 

and partners, and to consumers and clients.

MICROSOFT IN THE  
DISTRIBUTION &  
SERVICES SECTOR

INDUSTRY 
SOLUTIONS
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SALES & SERVICE
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DIGITAL MARKETING
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INNOVATION
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BUSINESS INSIGHT
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Practice Performance

OPERATIONS
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COnSuMER GOODS anD DIStRIButIOn

The consumer goods and distribution industry continues to evolve, seeking to connect with 

new markets and stay relevant with their existing ones, focusing on speeding innovation 

and time to market, out-performing traditional supply chains, and fostering sustainability 

through profitable proximity. 

HOSPItaLIty

Restaurants and hotels are more widely – and rapidly – reviewed and discussed than ever. 

Customers can affect restaurant business with the click of a button – significantly narrowing 

the margin of error. Hospitality providers must be finely and individually tuned to the wants 

of their customers on very short notice. The hospitality sector looks to technology to help 

them refine the connected guest experience, provide richer, more personalized service, and 

control the back-end data needed to maintain the company’s edge. 

PROfESSIOnaL SERVICES 

The proliferation of white-collar professions and professionals attests to the robustness of 

the professional service sectors and the desire and ability of others to easily access those 

services. This popularity is good for the practitioners, but they still need to attract clients. 

To maintain leadership positions, these firms seek ways to create differentiation, maximize 

workforce talent, simplify business complexity, manage information overload, secure data, 

and address the need for business transparency.
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REtaIL 

Retail vendors contend with the vagaries of the economy and the competition from 

alternative sources of goods. They have to provide incentive and justification for purchasing. 

In an industry whose hallmark is seasonal evolution and change, retailers must project 

both style and stability. Success is tightly bound to timely collaboration with suppliers 

while delivering a consistent, positive, value-driven experience for digital shoppers, mobile 

shoppers, and in-store shoppers alike. 

New technologies create myriad opportunities to not only observe and serve on a global 

scale, but to drive innovation throughout your business, capture data, develop insights, 

elevate brand awareness, and boost ROI. With in-depth understanding of technology, 

software, and the industries that make up distribution and services, Microsoft and its 

partners are uniquely positioned to provide effective, business-value-driven solutions 

that keep you front and center with customers and your extended enterprise via multiple 

channels. Our goal is to give you enough flexibility to see today’s constantly shifting 

business models not as obstacles to overcome, but as opportunities on which  

to capitalize.
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Following are just a few 
of the many Microsoft 

offerings that address the business and 
technology needs of our distribution and 
services industry customers. 

DISTRIBUTION &  
SERVICES  SOLUTIONS  
IN ACTION

Gain efficiencies  
through  

intelligence,  
foresight,  

and collaboration

BuSInESS InSIGHt

Data is the primary component of smart decisions vis-à-vis financial and performance 

management, supply-chain optimization, and other vital business operations. But of  

course collecting data is only a fraction of the job. Making those smart decisions vitally 

depends on getting the right data to the right people at the right time and in the right 

format. The benefits of such timely business insight can be dramatic. Take the case of 

American Apparel. Like most businesses, this clothing company wanted to do more with 

less at its retail locations – specifically, boost store sales while reducing costs. It met its goal 

with an end-to-end solution provided by Xterprise (a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner) and 

based on Microsoft BizTalk Server RFID, covering everything from merchandise tagging 

at the factory through the analysis of store sales. Radio frequency identification (RFID) 

tags and readers help employees get merchandise onto the retail floor faster. As a result, 

store sales are up 14%, margins are up to 65.9%, and the labor time and costs for handling 

inventory are down by 35%, resulting in better-organized backroom management. 

American Apparel sees the technology as the first step in an integrated solution that slashes 

shrinkage and increases customer service and is already using the solution to make better 

decisions in real time.

“ Every retailer can make more money by making 
replenishment more efficient, and that’s only the 
start of what RFID does for us.”

—Zander Livingston  

Director of RFID  

American Apparel
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Broaden consumer  
contact to boost  

sales and speed ROI 

Automate  
operations to build 

competitive 
 advantage and  

save costs

Microsoft’s business insight solutions offer role-based access to data from multiple sources, 

providing the ability to monitor business activity through key performance indicators, alerts, 

and other notifications; self-service business insight through Excel for access to large data 

sets through an already familiar user interface; and reports and analyses to help identify 

cost drivers and make cuts where appropriate. What’s more, our solutions allow you to 

custom-design business insight system interfaces to support differing roles and workstyles, 

and then integrate those specialized systems across the web, mobile devices, and desktops 

to facilitate continuous ad hoc collaboration throughout your enterprise.

DIGItaL MaRKEtInG

Technology has radically transformed marketing and is continually changing the way 

customers interact with businesses. But one fact remains abundantly clear: Two-way dialog 

is vital to long-term success. Microsoft is well versed in the challenges of connecting with 

information-savvy shoppers. In fact, no other technology company equals the breadth and 

depth of our offerings in the digital marketing arena. Our enterprise and consumer web 

platforms include all the assets you need to create highly engaging experiences, host fully 

integrated and cost-effective solutions, and deploy and maintain a highly scalable online 

presence. Our business intelligence solutions are fully integrated  

with familiar Microsoft products, so you can easily share and analyze business data from 

multiple and varied sources. Our application development tools allow you to create  

rich experiences that engage shoppers at any time in virtually any location. And our  

robust online media and interactive digital environment includes original web content, 

online advertising, search, instant messaging, email, online communities, media 

partnerships, mobile phones, mp3 players, and interactive game consoles.

StORE SyStEMS / PROPERty ManaGEMEnt SyStEMS  
fOR HOSPItaLIty anD REtaIL

Most retail and hospitality businesses have limited resources for adding new capabilities to 

existing IT systems and even fewer for on-site support. Store- and property-management 

systems simply must be easy to use and run – not to mention provide the backbone for 

creating richer customer experiences, higher employee productivity, more efficient use of 

inventory, and streamlined operations. 
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Enable on-the-spot 
collaboration to  

streamline project 
management

Microsoft’s store- and property-management solutions function both independently 

and as easily integrated parts of existing IT infrastructures. For instance, we offer point-

of-service devices that can provide your staff with the flexibility and access they need to 

meet customer demand using a wide range of applications and form factors. Our self-

service systems – self-checkout, personal shopping assistants, price checkers, kiosks, and 

others – give consumers fast, convenient, reliable alternatives to seeking out personalized 

customer service. For reducing costs and improving overall efficiencies, our operations 

systems automate back-of-the-house functions such as order and inventory management, 

workforce management, store performance, and more, while our infrastructure systems 

help reduce costs through enhanced store security, infrastructure management, and server 

consolidation. And all of our store- and property-management solutions are easy to deploy 

and highly intuitive to use – key factors in decreasing the support burden for your IT staff.

PROfESSIOnaL SERVICES DELIVERy

For many professional services organizations, the need to manage a distributed workforce 

has always been a given. Their challenge has been to simplify coordination and eliminate 

communication challenges, allowing teams to collaborate on client projects – formally or ad 

hoc – using real-time data. Our professional services solutions consolidate global access to 

team members, plans, content, and communications in one easy-to-set-up project portal. 

This integrated infrastructure helps make the most of your intellectual capital and reduce 

the complexity of your organization.

For consultancy firm Accenture, outstanding service in a global market hinges on a well-

connected, highly informed network of consultants. To build those capabilities into its 

workforce, Accenture turned to Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 and its integrated 

Enterprise Search feature and social networking technologies to develop Accenture People, 

a business-networking site with more than 180,000 searchable employee profiles. “From 

concept to implementation,” says Senior Director Chris Miller, “it took only a few months to 

deliver.” More than one million times a month, consultants view Accenture People profiles 

to learn about one another and quickly find colleagues for dynamic virtual teamwork. 

Consultants use Enterprise Search 400,000 times a month to search global data stores. 

Using Microsoft collaboration and search technologies, Accenture consultants are building a 

cohesive global network to deliver exceptional performance and service. “We wanted social 

networking and search capabilities tailored and scaled to meet the needs of the enterprise, 

and SharePoint Server delivered it all,” says Kevin Dana, Collaboration Lead at Accenture.
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
MOBILE OPERATING  
SYSTEM

As part of the largest investment 

program in its 125-year history, 

winemaker Concha y Toro worked with 

Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and 2009 

Mobility Partner of the Year Spring Wireless 

to integrate mobile technology into its 

formerly paper-based sales processes and 

help sales representatives stay in the loop, 

“ The Windows Mobile solution…has fostered 
customer growth, improved the customer 
experience through increased frequency of 
sales visits and a broader product portfolio, and 
provides a flexible and agile platform adequate 
for Concha y Toro’s needs.”

—Daniel Duran  

CIO  

Concha y Toro

Windows Mobile Solution Increasing Concha y Toro 
Salesperson Availability by 25%

organized, and responsive while in the field 

and on customer premises. The company’s 

new mobile sales solution – based on the 

Microsoft Windows Mobile operating 

system – allows the sales force to better 

collaborate with teams, partners, and 

customers both on the road and in the 

office. The solution has increased sales-

opportunity leads by 20% and salesperson 

availability by 25%. It has also helped 

Concha y Toro save 15% in operational costs 

related to the sales process and lowered 

travel and training costs by 10%.
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INDUSTRY 
SOLUTIONS

FINANCIAL SERVICES: 

SALES & SERVICE

Advisory Services 

Branch

Claims Servicing

DIGITAL MARKETING

Online Financial Services

GOVERNANCE, RISK  
& COMpLIANCE

Document and  
Records Compliance

Risk Analytics and  
Reporting

BUSINESS INSIGHT

BI in Financial Services

OpERATIONS

Core Banking and  
Payments Services

Policy Administration

The financial services sector continues to  
face challenges with mergers and acquisitions, 
decreasing margins, and an intensifying 
regulatory environment. 
But such challenges offer opportunities. By looking beyond the near-

term, financial institutions can strategically evaluate their businesses, 

systems, and processes and focus on areas that will drive profitability, 

growth, and innovation. 

MICROSOFT IN THE  
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
SECTOR
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BAnkIng

Regulation, globalization, competition, and consolidation have dramatically changed the 

landscape of the banking industry. Banks must continue to drive efficiencies and be innovative 

to attract and retain customers. They are looking to technology to help them enrich customer 

experiences, deliver cross-channel consistency, drive deeper organizational and performance 

insight, and alter the cost-base of doing business.

CAPItAl MARketS

Capital markets enable business growth and globalization through the efficient allocation 

of capital where it’s needed, 24 hours a day. More than ever, capital markets firms are 

demanding technology solutions to enable them to perform at high speed with low latency 

in all markets, meet risk and compliance requirements, and control costs – in short, to stay 

competitive in today’s challenging market. 

InSURAnCe 

As the insurance industry evolves, companies are looking for ways to improve customer 

experience and profitability by attracting and retaining customers, enabling operational 

excellence, and meeting the demands of regulatory change. Carriers, agencies, and other 

insurance firms want business insights on areas ranging from agent/broker services, policy 

administration, and claims servicing to product design and development, underwriting,  

and reinsurance. 
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Improve  
collaboration  

for more  
profitable  
customer  

relationships

ADvISORy SeRvICeS

The challenges in the wealth management, insurance, and capital markets environment 

are numerous – from increased customer expectations and the pressures of industry 

consolidation to lower margins and new regulatory requirements. Microsoft’s Advisory 

Services solution combines customer relationship management and client analytics in 

an integrated framework, bringing together disparate information, both internally and 

externally, to provide financial advisors with real-time, integrated, multichannel access to 

a 360° view of client information, research, and data. 

Advisory Services for Wealth Management drives improved productivity for 

financial advisors providing advice to individual clients. With a 360° portal providing 

comprehensive visualization of client data and workflow capabilities, advisors can 

differentiate themselves through superior customer service.

Advisory Services for Insurance helps raise productivity for agents and brokers 

representing life, annuity, and property and casualty lines. The agent and broker portal 

enables efficiencies in the distribution network and in the services that connect carrier 

agents to price quoting, underwriting, claims processing, and other policy-origination 

and management systems. The framework tracks premium production, customer service 

and retention, and other key performance indicators.

Advisory Services for Capital Markets is designed for sell-side firms using CRM and client 

analytics to serve institutional clients and gives these firms greater visibility into client 

activity across financial product silos. This solution helps firms provide improved client 

service by seamlessly integrating the entire communication infrastructure, including IM, 

VoIP and analytics tools.

Following are just a few 
of the many Microsoft 

offerings that address the business 
and technology needs of our financial 
services customers.

FINANCIAL SERVICES  
SOLUTIONS IN ACTION
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Increase  
sales, reduce  

costs, and  
boost employee  

efficiency

BRAnCh 

In the banking industry, branch success is defined by how effectively customer interactions 

are converted into sales opportunities. However, with outdated technology, branch staff 

often lack the tools and information they need to succeed. Without a consolidated view of 

the customer and access to knowledge-rich resources, sales and service levels can degrade, 

eroding customer profitability and loyalty.

The Microsoft branch solution helps banks improve operational efficiency and reduce 

costs while giving front-line employees the tools to retain and grow their customer base. 

This solution helps transform your IT infrastructure to a well-managed service-oriented 

architecture. It enables you to maximize customer knowledge and increase customer 

profitability by integrating data in a single repository, providing the ability to analyze 

that data for more informed sales and marketing campaigns and giving a single view of 

the customer to your branch staff. The first national private bank of Turkey, Yapi Kredi, 

deployed a unified communications solution to help its workforce of nearly 17,000 

communicate and collaborate more efficiently. Employees use presence technology and IM 

to quickly see if colleagues are available and to send messages much faster than through 

email or phone calls. With features like web-based conferencing, IT teams can solve 

problems more efficiently, and the bank can train remote branch office employees easily 

and cost-effectively.
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OnlIne FInAnCIAl SeRvICeS

Online channels continue to grow in strategic importance. Originally – and still  

importantly – stemming from online banking and transaction management, these channels 

now encompass a greater online strategy for groundbreaking ways of attracting and  

retaining customers across the banking, capital markets, and insurance industries.

Microsoft’s online financial services solution provides an integrated business and 

technology platform with a full range of services including online banking, product 

origination, social community connections, brand management, and digital marketing. 

For better manageability and cost reduction, you can choose to deploy some aspects of 

your online capabilities on-premises and others through cloud-based services hosted by 

Microsoft or our partners. And by providing some or all of your services on your customers’ 

digital devices, you can increase your market share and improve customer satisfaction.

Reach new  
audiences, retain  

customers, and 
 improve the  

monetization of  
online assets 
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MICROSOFT  
DYNAMICS CRM

Financial advisors at SEB Wealth 

Management, a division of SEB, one 

of Sweden’s premier banks, demand 

in-depth knowledge about their high-

worth customers to provide the very 

best service. The company is replacing 

its homegrown customer relationship 

management system with one built on 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM. SEB Wealth 

Management was able to complete the first 

phase of the rollout in just five months and 

create an engaging, easy-to-use interface 

by using Microsoft Silverlight. With the  

new system, financial advisors have a better 

view of their customers’ portfolios and 

lives so they can serve them better. With 

the development efficiencies provided by 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Microsoft 

development tools, the CRM team has  

sped up the rollout of new features by  

50% and now spends 75% of its CRM 

budget on development and only 25%  

on maintenance.

“ Customers must feel that they are really taken 
care of. With Microsoft Dynamics CRM, we now 
have the data and workflows at hand to provide 
this really attentive, proactive service.”

—Cilla Wahlström  

Global System Owner, CRM  

SEB Wealth Management

SEB Wealth Management Deepens  
Customer Relationships with 360° View  
and Cuts Enhancement Time
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Globalization, demanding customers, product 
proliferation, shorter life cycles, and increased 
competition are just a few of the concerns 
that contribute to today’s challenging 
manufacturing and resources environment. 
With so many tangible and intangible interests to balance when 

accommodating immediate needs and anticipating the future, it’s no 

wonder that approaches among the high-visibility industries in this 

sector vary greatly.

MICROSOFT IN THE  
MANUFACTURING &  
RESOURCES SECTOR

INDUSTRY 
SOLUTIONS

MANUFACTURING & 

RESOURCES: 

SALES & SERVICE

Sales and Service

GOVERNANCE, RISK  
& COMPLIANCE

Regulatory Compliance  
and Controls

FDA-Compliant 
Collaborations 

INNOVATION

Innovation Management

Product Life-Cycle 
Management

BUSINESS INSIGHT

Business Insight

Generation and Supply 
Solutions

OPERATIONS

Manufacturing Operations

Supply-Chain Visibility  
and Collaboration

Upstream Operations

Delivery Solutions 
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AUtOMOtIVe, InDUStRIAL eqUIPMent, AnD AeROSPACe

Few people stop to think how deeply these infrastructures affect nearly every part of daily 

life. Yet even such well-established cornerstones of our society can’t rest on laurels; they need 

to move forward. Companies in these industries seek to align their innovation and business 

strategies, extend the use of collaborative and social product development throughout the 

enterprise, and reuse existing products and assets to their fullest extent. 

HIGH teCH AnD eLeCtROnICS

No other industry has grown so much so quickly or been as closely scrutinized as it has 

evolved. The pressure on high tech and electronics developers to continue their rate of 

growth and innovation is enormous. As their customer base continues shifting directly to 

consumers, these companies are perhaps leading by inadvertent example, transforming their 

business models to better meet the needs of those customers.

OIL AnD GAS

Energy-related companies face a dual challenge: providing continuous and safe service 

models while helping customers develop a “less is more” approach. To stay relevant, these 

companies must research, invent, and invest in new service and resource models and  

then bring their customers on board. Throughout this industry, companies are looking  

to invest in digital energy and asset management while maintaining a focus on  

environmental sustainability. 
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POweR AnD UtILItIeS

Like the oil and gas companies, power-related enterprises must provide for present needs 

while educating and preparing themselves and their customers for systemic changes. 

These companies are working to drive energy efficiency and emissions reduction through 

increasing investments in Smart Grids and electric vehicles. 

PROCeSS MAnUFACtURInG

With an eye toward increasing cost-effectiveness – and keeping in mind the proactive 

tenets of environmentally responsible manufacturing – process-manufacturing companies 

are continually searching for new, innovative, sustainable ways to optimize their businesses 

for global markets and operations.

Microsoft’s overarching vision for all of these industries is to help create an environment 

in which visibility, access, and collaboration become driving forces behind streamlining 

processes and maximizing opportunities for growth. 
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Ensure operational  
excellence through  
flexible, integrated  

processes

Manage innovation  
across boundaries  

and accelerate  
time to market

MAnUFACtURInG OPeRAtIOnS

Today’s business climate makes linking plant and corporate networks even more vital to 

streamlining workflows and business processes involving production, inventories, and 

maintenance. New technologies continue to boost operational innovation, productivity, 

compliance, and efficiency. Unlimited storage, broadband, mobility, and high-performance 

hardware now allow designers to create, simulate, and analyze work virtually, reducing 

errors and time to market. Cloud computing and the digital economy have given rise to 

social networks that allow people to connect, share, and collaborate globally.

The technology that supports manufacturing operations continues to evolve and expand. 

Natural user interfaces such as voice recognition for hands-free operation, large-screen 

displays with touch mode, and rich presence to facilitate long-distance meetings have 

vastly improved ease of use and accessibility. New form factors and devices coupled with 

high-fidelity displays make video and 3D graphics readily available, facilitating a flexible 

and seamless work experience. And Microsoft, as ever, remains at the forefront of these 

advancements, developing manufacturing operations solutions that help you take full 

advantage of this constantly changing set of tools.

InnOVAtIOn AnD PRODUCt LIFe-CyCLe MAnAGeMent

A decade of mergers and acquisitions and the unsystematic integration of new technologies 

have taken a toll on product life-cycle management. Geographically dispersed teams that 

use disparate systems have trouble sharing content, notwithstanding the growing need 

for communication among designers, developers, customers, suppliers, and partners. 

Additionally, the complexities of monitoring product development, compliance, and key 

product data have increased, and identifying issues before they become risks is more 

challenging than ever before.

Following are just a few 
of the many Microsoft 

offerings that address the business and 
technology needs of our manufacturing 
and resources industry customers.

MANUFACTURING  
& RESOURCES  
SOLUTIONS IN ACTION
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Orchestrate  
responsive  

supply-chain  
networks to  

maximize  
efficiency in  

dynamic markets

Microsoft product life-cycle management solutions are designed to help you enable 

global collaboration and more easily manage innovation and engineering. With these 

solutions, you can shorten and streamline product development cycles, improve product 

quality while reducing product cost, eliminate errors and waste in development and 

manufacturing processes, and drive intelligent, informed business decisions.

Bilim Ilac Inc., a leading pharmaceutical company in Turkey, was experiencing usability, 

management, and integration problems with its legacy messaging system. The company 

decided to implement Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 to integrate field-service 

representatives into the messaging system, improve messaging management, and 

establish a company-wide, enterprise-level standard for messaging. An affiliate of the 

Bilfar Group, Bilim Ilac benefited from Active Directory and Exchange Server integration, 

which improved account management for 2,100 users.

SUPPLy-CHAIn VISIBILIty AnD COLLABORAtIOn

Outsourcing production is often the best way to help your organization deliver more 

innovative products, improve productivity, and respond more quickly to competitors. But 

the result can be a supply chain that requires constant communication and collaboration. 

And with regulatory data required across your supply chain, you pay the price when a 

supply-chain partner fails to meet standards.

Microsoft’s supply-chain visibility and collaboration solutions provide real-time 

performance data gathered from business intelligence, enterprise resource planning, 

and supply-chain planning and execution applications running throughout your 

supply network. These solutions significantly improve visibility and performance 

through monitoring, performance management, analytics, and scorecarding across an 

extended supply chain with disparate IT systems. Using this solution, organizations have 

seen improved collaboration from flexible business-to-business and application-to-

application integration, enhanced communication, and better workflows with partners. 

“ With Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft 
Outlook features such as OWA, OMA, and 
Outlook Anywhere, our users can access their 
messages anywhere, anytime.”

—Jale Yigin  

IT Manager 

Bilim Ilac Inc.
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Improve  
customer service  

and lower 
administrative  

costs with  
easy-to-use tools

On top of this, these solutions support improved planning through demand and supply 

management. They support sales and operations with a business intelligence and 

collaboration framework. And they provide radio-frequency identification that links 

enterprise resource planning systems and the shop floor to improve visibility, automate 

and streamline processes, and enhance performance.

SALeS AnD SeRVICe

Success in the sales realm often hinges on maximizing your time with customers and 

minimizing your time “administering” – compiling data from multiple sources, manually 

generating reports, and so forth. A sales solution based on our innovative software  

tools enables your sales force to streamline administration and focus instead on acquiring 

new customers, upselling, building revenue share, and increasing predictability for  

your business. 

To fully standardize its sales processes and improve the rigor of sales reporting,  

Panduit – a leading manufacturer of comprehensive physical infrastructure solutions 

based on the Unified Physical Infrastructure approach – needed a new customer 

relationship management system. Panduit experienced challenges with its two 

previous CRM deployments. In each case, adoption was low, which complicated lead 

tracking, limited opportunities for coordinated selling, and blunted the effectiveness of 

performance evaluation. Panduit searched for a CRM system that was easy to use and 

cost-effective to deploy and extend. After implementing Microsoft Dynamics CRM in only 

60 days, Panduit has increased its sales force productivity by 15% to 20% and expects 

payback on its investment in 8 to 10 months. “The ease of use and flexibility of Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM has played a huge role in ensuring that all of our sales and marketing 

team members worldwide – more than 700 people – use the system,” says Ron Partridge, 

Group VP of Panduit Global Sales and Marketing. “It’s hard to overstate the tremendous 

value to our business in seeing full ROI on our investment in such a short time frame.”
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Arch Chemicals is a global biocides 

company with manufacturing and 

customer-support facilities worldwide. 

Due to its diverse business portfolio, the 

company needed a better way to manage 

and analyze its sales force and customer 

service. Through the simple integration of 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM with its existing 

systems, Arch Chemicals is increasing 

sales productivity and customer-service 

performance while gaining valuable 

insight into its business data. “As a global 

company that runs 24 hours a day, seven 

days a week, with multiple business 

units, we have extremely complex needs,” 

says Al Schmidt, CIO at Arch Chemicals. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers a familiar 

user interface that supports widespread 

adoption. “Our managers now focus on the 

right personnel and products to manage 

their business better.” And using up-to-

date sales reporting and information, Arch 

Chemicals is reacting quickly to changes in 

its sales market, tracking its most profitable 

customers and products and adjusting its 

sales strategy to take full advantage. 

“ Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a very powerful  
tool for us. We now have the ability to spot  
and pick up trends in the marketplace and  
react effectively.”

—Al Schmidt  

Chief Information Officer  

Arch Chemicals

Chemical Company Gains Valuable Visibility into Sales 
and Service with CRM Solution

MICROSOFT  
DYNAMICS CRM
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MICROSOFT IN THE  
PUBLIC SECTOR

Serving the citizens of the world requires 
ingenuity and resources both to respond to 
critical situations and to significantly transform 
and improve the societies in which we live. 
While each public entity is unique, all nations share common objectives 

that include creating jobs, improving citizen services, providing high-

quality education for all, and ensuring public health and safety. Fulfilling 

these objectives requires visionary leaders and dedicated public 

servants, but it also requires technology to solve today’s challenges  

and prepare us for the future.

INDUSTRY 
SOLUTIONS

PUBLIC SECTOR: 

SALES & SERVICE

Citizen Service Platform

Gov 2.0 Open and  
Transparent

Patient Relationship 
Management

Health Plan Sales

Caregiver Collaboration

Case Management

Education Learning Suite

Telco Sales and Support

Media Business 
Management

Physician-Directed Sales

DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital Marketing  
and Experiences 

GOVERNANCE, RISK & 
COMPLIANCE

Government Case Content 
Records Management

Data Center Efficiency

Transaction and Workflow

BUSINESS INSIGHT

Intelligence Systems

Public Finance Budget  
and Accounting

Situational Awareness

Government Performance 
Management 
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GOvERnMEnT

Beyond the common challenges shared by all governments, each also has unique priorities 

and processes, just as every society has distinct demands and aspirations. They look to 

optimize infrastructures, expand innovation and job creation, and better engage citizens. 

Technology can bring societies solutions to ongoing challenges and also enable undertakings 

they might not have thought possible. 

PuBLIC SAFETy AnD nATIOnAL SECuRITy

One of the key responsibilities of local, national, and international organizations is keeping 

citizens safe and secure. They need to defend, prepare, prevent, and respond – and always, 

it seems, more quickly and with fewer resources than before. Microsoft partners offer 

leading industry solutions, services, and expertise, and we continually invest in software that 

supports defense, homeland and internal security, emergency and event management, law 

enforcement, and criminal justice. These long-term collaborative relationships and innovative 

government engagement programs help protect citizens and societies.

INDUSTRY 
SOLUTIONS 
CONTINUED

PUBLIC SECTOR: 

BUSINESS INSIGHT  
CONTINUED

Health Intelligence  
and Information

Customer and 
Performance BI

Education Learning 
Analytics

Telco BI

OPERATIONS

Emergency and Event 
Management

Identity Management

Integrated Justice

Secured unified 
Communications

Government Workplace 
Modernization

Military Logistics

Connected Health 
Platform

Health Portal

Dynamic Education IT

Learning Gateway

Learning Analytics
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HEALTH

Good health, both individual and societal, is the result of a finely tuned ecosystem 

of organizations, research groups, health payers, government entities, and individual 

consumers all working in concert to improve health delivery and outcomes. We believe  

that by bringing people, processes, and information together, health organizations can 

make more knowledgeable decisions and better collaborate to improve the well-being of 

all people. Our solutions make information accessible when and where people need it,  

all across the healthcare ecosystem. And we help people work together by providing 

powerful collaboration tools and partnering with health-related constituents around the 

world to ensure that technology advances the health of all.

EDuCATIOn

At Microsoft, we believe that education is a fundamental human right and an important 

investment in our future. We see technology as the catalyst to extending educational 

opportunities to millions of people who may not otherwise have easy access to them. 

Technology can also help improve existing learning communities to meet growing and 

changing needs. Microsoft has invested in a number of educational initiatives to bring 

technology to classrooms and learners worldwide and help prepare them for the  

global economy. 
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Deliver more  
effective and  

responsive 
 citizen services

GOvERnMEnT: CITIzEn SERvICE PLATFORM

Today’s governments face profound changes – an increasingly global, connected world; 

an aging population; rising citizen expectations; and tight budgets – and all this on top 

of the pressing need for a safer, healthier environment. Your people have the power to 

meet these challenges and serve their communities better in the 21st century. However, 

to transform government services, they need the right tools.

Microsoft can help. The Microsoft Citizen Service Platform (CSP) is a set of solutions that 

helps local, regional, and national governments solve their unique business challenges. 

Component-based and rapidly configurable, CSP can support common technology and 

process foundations across agencies, helping governments deliver high-quality, highly 

efficient services to citizens and businesses everywhere.

One example is Microsoft’s Mapping Services using cloud technologies such as Bing 

Maps for Enterprise to help governments plan, predict, and respond quickly and 

efficiently, all while building constituent connections by presenting data in a rich, intuitive 

interface. The City of Miami, even when limited by a tight budget, looks for ways to 

improve the services it offers citizens. The city wanted to develop an online application to 

record, track, and report on non-emergency incidents, but the application’s sophisticated 

mapping technology would require significant computing resources. Further constrained 

by long hardware-procurement cycles, the city needed a cost-effective, scalable solution 

that would maximize its available resources. The city developed its application on the 

Windows Azure platform, taking advantage of scalable storage, processing power, and 

hosting provided by Microsoft. As a result, the city was able to reduce IT costs, improve 

the services it offers citizens, and deliver those services faster than before. It also now  

relies on a cost-effective disaster-recovery model, an important benefit in this hurricane-

prone region.

Following are just a few 
of the many Microsoft 

offerings that address the business and 
technology needs of our public sector 
industry customers.

PUBLIC SECTOR  
SOLUTIONS IN ACTION
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Improve  
collaboration for 

 faster, more  
effective incident  

response

PuBLIC SAFETy AnD nATIOnAL SECuRITy: EMERGEnCy  
AnD EvEnT MAnAGEMEnT  

Responding to a natural disaster or terrorist attack requires that multiple stakeholders have 

access to a single, common operating picture. A similar approach works well for special 

events such as the Olympics, political conventions, or international meetings, where special 

security precautions are necessary. Not only must responders be working from a common 

set of data and tools, but they are often operating on site, in unfamiliar surroundings, with 

normal infrastructure either inaccessible or damaged.

Microsoft’s emergency and event-management solutions enable organizations to establish 

a fully functional, on-site presence with common tools, standard practices, and shared 

operational data. The solutions use the same components as those that support normal 

agency operations. They can also work in stand-alone mode when network connectivity is 

unavailable and can be scaled down to support small, on-site response units.

Three primary solutions make up Microsoft’s emergency and event-management 

capabilities. The Microsoft Incident Response Platform assists in providing process and role 

guidance to incident responders, while the built-in geospatial information viewer delivers 

timely situational information. Microsoft’s Eagle solution is designed to allow multiple 

agencies to collaborate seamlessly for faster and more effective decision making during 

an emergency response. And Microsoft Single View Platform provides a consolidated 

geospatial representation of an entire data and information landscape to help you turn 

situational awareness into action. All of these solutions use an open, industry-standards-

based architecture, allowing solutions to be built on existing Microsoft desktop and  

server infrastructures.

HEALTH: COnnECTED HEALTH PLATFORM  

The greatest challenge facing health providers and public health and social service 

agencies is delivering high-quality care to more people at less cost. One major obstacle is 

that members of the health ecosystem – including providers, health payers, government 

agencies, and others – traditionally run their own systems in silos, without an integrated 

view of the patient. The Microsoft Connected Health Framework (CHF) aims to support the 

full continuum of care to meet the needs of patients and citizens, health professionals, and 

Connect  
information,  

systems,  
and people  

in health
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organizations. Based on the extensible and agile principles of the CHF, Microsoft  

Connected Health Platform provides offerings for optimizing your health technology 

infrastructure, including tools, solution accelerators, and prescriptive architecture,  

design, and deployment guidance.

This solution is seen in action at the Center for Connected Health, a division of the 

Boston-based Partners HealthCare medical network. The organization wanted to create a 

flexible technology platform to help patients manage chronic conditions such as diabetes 

and hypertension. Using Microsoft products and a software-plus-services approach, 

the organization – along with Microsoft Gold Certified Partner Claricode – developed 

the Connected Health Care Suite. Now, patients have a powerful tool to monitor their 

conditions carefully while keeping in close touch with healthcare providers.

EDuCATIOn: COnnECTED LEARnInG COMMunITy

Educational institutions from primary and secondary schools through universities are 

striving to better serve students, teachers, researchers, and administrators by tapping into 

the rising demand for technology. Young people in the industrialized world are coming  

to school expecting to use technology to find information and connect with others. But 

with tighter budgets and overburdened educators, it can be difficult to engage these 

students in the way they want to interact. 

Microsoft believes that the keys to educational success are communication, collaboration, 

and transparency, all of which can be achieved through a connected learning community. 

Based on a framework of Microsoft software and services, Microsoft connected learning 

community solutions help create a modern learning environment with closer collaboration, 

smarter communications, and student-directed learning.

Our connected learning community solution has three components: Live@edu provides 

complimentary hosted email, IM, online workspaces, blogs, and alerts to educational 

institutions. The robust eLearning platform creates, stores, and delivers interactive 

multimedia courses and tutorials and hosts live conferences. And Portals provides secure 

online locations where students, teachers, and parents can share information and resources. 

Engage students 
and educators in a 

modern learning 
environment
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Hoover City Schools in Alabama 

chose Microsoft Live@edu to provide 

students and teachers with hosted 

communication and collaboration 

tools that extend learning beyond the 

classroom. The district offered teacher 

training and created standard online 

collaboration practices for classroom use, 

spurring grassroots adoption among staff. 

It developed an Authorized Use Policy and 

used Microsoft tools to easily provision 

4,000 high-school student accounts.

“ With Live@edu, we’re saving approximately 
$150,000 in product-licensing costs and by 
eliminating server, storage, and off-site back-
up resources. And…we benefit from product 
enhancements added regularly at no extra cost.”

—Keith Price  

Chief Technology Officer  

Hoover City Schools

School District Uses Online Communication to 
Improve Teacher-Student Collaboration

CONNECTED LEARNING 
COMMUNITY: LIVE@EDU
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Reading this  
Resource Guide  

is just a first  
step toward 

capitalizing on the 
many potential 

benefits of teaming 
with Microsoft. 

The next step is yours to choose.  
We’ve outlined various paths to follow below. Select whichever 

seems most direct – knowing that any and all can bring you closer 

to your ultimate goal of developing an IT strategy that puts your 

enterprise in the ideal position to save money, increase efficiency, 

innovate, and grow.
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DO SOME IN-DEPTH RESEARCH 
Discover more detail and gain hands-on exposure to any number 
of Microsoft technologies on your own. 

Explore online. There’s a rich reserve of information about Microsoft solutions and services 

on the web. For a list of some of the most useful resources, see the Online Resources 

section of this guide.

Visit a Microsoft Executive Briefing Center (EBC). EBCs provide a secure, comfortable 

environment where – at the invitation of our account teams – customers, partners, and 

industry leaders can gather to initiate, enhance, and accelerate their business relationships 

with Microsoft. To ensure the success of such a meeting, our account teams collaborate  

with EBC briefing consultants, who pull together the ideal mix of Microsoft executives  

and business experts as well as a customized agenda to ensure that everyone’s goals are 

fully addressed. 

Visit a Microsoft Technology Center (MTC). These collaborative, state-of-the-art facilities 

give you hands-on exposure to innovative technologies and world-class expertise, helping 

you envision, design, and deploy solutions that meet your specific needs. MTCs can help 

mitigate risk, remove traditional barriers associated with solution acquisition, and shorten 

time to market. 

Participate in Microsoft events. Executive roundtables and other Microsoft functions 

provide you with local opportunities to learn about our enterprise vision as well as 

the supporting technologies, products, and services we offer in collaboration with our 

customers and partners. 

http://www.microsoft.com/ebc/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/mtc
www.microsoft.com/events/default.mspx
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Join the Microsoft CIO Network. This is a select online community where you can 

connect with other CIOs and IT executives to share ideas, solve problems, gain exposure 

to Microsoft executives, and find exclusive content that’s tailored to your specific interests. 

To protect the integrity and relevance of the conversations and ensure an exceptional 

membership experience, we ask that you apply for membership. (We will review your 

application and contact you within two business days.) If you have questions or concerns, 

please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Talk with an account manager. Microsoft account managers provide personalized 

guidance in developing strategies that meet your short- and long-term needs  

most effectively. 

FIND A MICROSOFT PARTNER  
How do you stay on top of growing your business without losing 
ground on the technology side? Look to our global network of 
Microsoft Gold Certified Partners for help with: 

Strategic delivery. They collaborate with us to test, support, and improve our software for 

peak performance in specific industry areas.

Specialized innovations. They have industry expertise that allows them to adapt Microsoft 

software to give you a competitive edge.

Efficient, user-centered business processes. They understand the power of software 

standardization and interoperability, and they use it to reduce the complexity of your work 

environment while amplifying each employee’s impact.

Value-based business outcomes. They are experts in connecting business applications 

with processes to maximize your profits, productivity, and ROI.

Take advantage of  

our investment 

We’ve invested  

heavily in building a 

worldwide system of 

strategic partners. 

To find Microsoft  

Gold Certified  

Partners who specialize  

in the solutions  

you need, contact  

your Microsoft  

account manager.

https://www.microsoftcionetwork.com/themes/cionetwork/common/login.aspx?From=HTTP&ReturnUrl=%2fDefault.aspx&Locale=en-US
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COLLABORATE WITH OUR  
IN-HOUSE MICROSOFT  
SERVICES ORGANIZATION  
Working alongside you, our consultants and support professionals 
develop an intimate understanding of your business.

We see business challenges through your eyes; your priorities and goals become ours. This 

internal vantage point makes us uniquely qualified to help you maximize the value of your 

existing software, recognize savings opportunities, identify best solutions, justify resources, 

and accelerate the adoption of new technologies. 

Microsoft Services provides comprehensive technology expertise in several essential areas:

•  Enterprise strategy, architecture, and planning. We align IT with your 

organization’s strategies and initiatives, helping you reduce risk and maximize value.

•  Consulting. We provide specialized services for optimizing your core IT infrastructure, 

streamlining and managing business productivity, integrating applications with 

existing tools and processes, implementing Microsoft Dynamics enterprise resource 

planning and customer relationship management, and enhancing productivity. 

•  Enterprise support. We offer a Premier portfolio of packaged or customized support 

services that help you proactively improve your business’s IT health. Microsoft Services 

Premier Support is an end-to-end support solution that helps you maximize the 

value of your on-premises and cloud investments by reducing risks, improving system 

reliability, and increasing staff productivity.

Learn about Microsoft Services here, or contact your Microsoft account manager  

for details. 

EXPLORE OUR SOFTWARE 
ASSURANCE BENEFITS  
Much more than a software maintenance program, Microsoft 
Software Assurance (SA) – part of our Enterprise Agreement 
licensing – offers you a wide array of ways to realize productivity 
gains, including:

•  Planning services. Streamline software implementation with structured planning 

services from Microsoft partners covering Desktop (Office, Windows), SharePoint,  

and Exchange. 

http://www.microsoft.com/microsoftservices
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•  New software versions. For every license covered under SA, upgrade to the newest 

version as soon as it’s available.

•  Home use program. Increase user efficiency with low-cost, home-use licenses for 

covered products.

•  E-Learning. Prepare users for new software versions with self-paced, interactive, 

online training developed by Microsoft experts.

•  Training vouchers. Keep your IT staff up to date with classroom technical trainings.

•  Multilanguage User Interface. Support your multilingual business needs at the 

individual desktop level with the Office Multilanguage User Interface. 

Contact your Microsoft account manager to learn more about these and other valuable 

Software Assurance benefits.

“ Our licensing deal gives us everything we 
need in terms of access to the key products 
we use and the development tools we require. 
It also means we benefit from the services of 
Microsoft technicians and architects to help us 
in delivering our new strategy.”

—Paul Curtis  

Head of Application Architecture  

easyJet
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MICROSOFT IN THE ENTERPRISE

p. 4:  GlaxoSmithKline Case Study

 BMW Case Study

 Jamba Juice Case Study

p. 5:  Coca-Cola Enterprises Case Study

 Microsoft Cloud Services

p. 6:  Lion Nathan Case Study

p. 7:  Chevron Case Study

 Microsoft Business Intelligence

 Warwickshire County Council

 Case Study

p. 8:  Dow Corning Case Study

p. 9:  Warid Telecom International  

 Case Study

MICROSOFT CLOUD SERVICES

p. 12:  Windows Azure Platform

 Microsoft Cloud Services

p. 13: Microsoft Online Services

p. 14: RiskMetrics Case Study

 Microsoft Business Productivity   

 Online Suite

OPTIMIZE YOUR IT INFRASTRUCTURE

p. 19: Avanade Case Study

p. 21: Bombardier Aerospace Case Study

p. 24: T-Systems Case Study

p. 25: Microsoft Unified Communications

p. 26: Barry-Wehmiller Companies  

 Case Study

p. 29: Microsoft Office 2010

THE MICROSOFT  

APPLICATION PLATFORM

p. 33: Ferrari S.p.A. Case Study

p. 35: Tyson Foods Case Study

ONLINE RESOURCES
This guide merely touches on many of the topics that are important to Microsoft’s 

enterprise customers. For a more in-depth look at the ways in which our technologies and 

services are helping people like you around the world, follow the links below. In Part One, 

you’ll find links specific to the case studies and technology uses cited in the guide, while the 

links in Part Two give you a launching point for researching other subjects.

Part One: Case studies & Other CitatiOns

http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000005460
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000003580
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004129
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000004609
http://www.microsoft.com/cloud/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000001485
http://www.microsoft.com/CASESTUDIES/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000007043
http://www.microsoft.com/bi/
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000006203
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000001501
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000005511
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000005511
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/
http://www.microsoft.com/cloud/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/online/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Windows-Azure/RiskMetrics/Financial-Risk-Analysis-Firm-Enhances-Capabilities-with-Dynamic-Computing/4000005921
http://www.microsoft.com/online/business-productivity.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/online/business-productivity.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000006429
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006572
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Microsoft-Sharepoint-Server-2010/T-Systems/Solution-Provider-Expands-Collaboration-Capabilities-for-Greater-User-Productivity/4000007345
http://www.microsoft.com/uc/
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000005569
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000005569
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/enterprise/
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004987
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004005
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MICROSOFT SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

p. 42:  Tyson Foods Case Study

p. 44:  Winchester Ammunition Case Study 

p. 46: Kraft Foods Case Study 

p. 48:  Roche Diagnostics Case Study 

p. 50:  The Würth Group Case Study

MICROSOFT IN THE  

COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR

p. 57: Microsoft Business Intelligence

p. 58: Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

 Omnicom Case Study

p. 59: Associated Press Case Study

p. 60: NBC Universal Case Study

MICROSOFT IN THE DISTRIBUTION  

& SERVICES SECTOR

p. 65: American Apparel Case Study

p. 66: Connected Insights Solutions

 Connected Marketing Solutions

p. 67: Accenture Case Study

p. 68: Concha y Toro Case Study

MICROSOFT IN THE FINANCIAL  

SERVICES SECTOR

p. 72:  Advisory Services Solutions

p. 73:  Branch Solutions

 Yapi Kredi Case Study

p. 74:  Online Financial Services Solutions

p. 75:  SEB Wealth Management  

 Case Study

MICROSOFT IN THE MANUFACTURING  

& RESOURCES SECTOR

p. 81:  Bilim Ilac Case Study

p. 82:  Panduit Case Study

p. 83:  Arch Chemicals Case Study

MICROSOFT IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

p. 88:  Microsoft Citizen Service Platform

 City of Miami Case Study

p. 89:  Microsoft Connected  

 Health Framework

p. 90:  Microsoft Connected  

Health Platform

Center for Connected Health  

 Case Study

Live@edu

p. 91: Hoover City Schools Case Study

WORKING TOGETHER

p. 96: Software Assurance Benefits

http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004005
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006425
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000005209
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004972
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000006472
http://www.microsoft.com/bi/default.aspx
http://crm.dynamics.com/en-us/Default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006449
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004495
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006602
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000005318
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/consumergoods/solutions/connected_insights.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/consumergoods/solutions/connected_marketing.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004605
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006640
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/solutions/advisory_services/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/banking/solutions/branch.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006360
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/solutions/online.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000007052
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000007052
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006611
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000007014
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000004297
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/publicsector/government/csp/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006568
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006568
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?casestudyid=4000006568
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/healthcare/technology/hpo/overview.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/healthcare/technology/hpo/overview.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000006339
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000006339
http://www.microsoft.com/liveatedu/student-email.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/Case_Study_Detail.aspx?CaseStudyID=4000007066
http://www.microsoft.com/licensing/sa
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MICROSOFT ENTERPRISE  

INVESTMENT AREAS

Cloud Computing 

Corporate Environmental Sustainability

Business Intelligence

LEADING WITH THE FUTURE

Microsoft Office Labs

The Future of Productivity

The Future of Search

The Future of Technology (industry-specific)

In K-12 Education

In Higher Education

In Health

In the Capital Markets

ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGIES 

Business Software

Windows 7 Enterprise

DirectAccess 

BranchCache

BitLocker Drive Encryption

AppLocker

Federated Search

Microsoft Office 2010

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

Microsoft Forefront

Microsoft Desktop Optimization Pack

Microsoft SharePoint 2010

Servers

Microsoft BizTalk Server

Microsoft SQL Server

Windows Server

Microsoft Exchange

Microsoft Office Communications Server

Microsoft Commerce Server

Microsoft SharePoint 2010

Cloud Computing and Virtualization

Microsoft Cloud Services

Microsoft Online Services

Windows Azure

Application Virtualization

Microsoft Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 

Desktop Virtualization

Social Computing and Search

Bing

Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Search

The Future of Search

Design and User Experience / Media Tools

Microsoft Expression

Microsoft Silverlight

Microsoft Media Network

Atlas Advanced Analytics 

INDUSTRY SECTORS

Communications

Media and Entertainment 

Service Providers 

Distribution & Services

Consumer Goods

Hospitality

Foodservice 

Professional Services

Retail

Financial Services

Banking

Capital Markets

Insurance

Part twO:  teChnOlOgy researCh launChing POints

http://www.microsoft.com/cloud/
http://www.microsoft.com/environment/
http://www.microsoft.com/bi
http://officelabs.com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.officelabs.com/Pages/Envisioning.aspx
http://msstudios.wmod.llnwd.net/a2294/o21/presspass/AGlimpseAhead_MBR.wmv
mms://msnvidweb.wmod.msecnd.net/a10026/e1/ft/share1/5544/0/K12-No%20Subtitles-PassionTag-HiRez-1.wmv
mms://msnvidweb.wmod.msecnd.net/a10026/e1/ft/share1/f74e/0/HigherEd-No%20Subtitles-PassionTag-HiRez-1.wmv
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/healthcare/media/health07_hires.wvx
http://www.microsoft.com/showcase/en/us/details/af0bfa64-2124-4d2a-9768-d542665a0e64
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/windows-7/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/windows-7/features.aspx#directaccess
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/windows-7/features.aspx#branchcache
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/windows-7/features.aspx#bitlocker
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/windows-7/features.aspx#applocker
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/windows-7/features.aspx#enterprisesearch
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/enterprise/
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/
http://www.microsoft.com/forefront
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/mdop/default.aspx
http://sharepoint2010.microsoft.com/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk/
http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/
http://www.microsoft.com/exchange/2010
http://www.microsoft.com/communicationsserver
http://www.microsoft.com/commerceserver/
http://sharepoint.microsoft.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/cloud/
http://www.microsoft.com/online/default.mspx>>
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/windowsazure/
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/products/mdop/app-v.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/enterprise/solutions/virtualization/operating-system/#vdi
http://desktopvirtualizationhour.com/
http://www.bing.com/
http://sharepoint.microsoft.com/en-us/product/capabilities/search/Pages/default.aspx
http://msstudios.wmod.llnwd.net/a2294/o21/presspass/AGlimpseAhead_MBR.wmv
http://www.microsoft.com/expression/
http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/
http://advertising.microsoft.com/ad-network
http://advertising.microsoft.com/atlas-advanced-analytics
http://www.microsoft.com/media/en/us/default.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/serviceproviders/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/consumergoods/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/hospitality/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/foodservice/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/professionalservices/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/retail/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/capitalmarkets/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/capitalmarkets/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/insurance/default.mspx
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Manufacturing & Resources 

Automotive and Industrial

Chemical

High Tech and Electronics

Oil and Gas

Utilities

Public

Health

Education 

Government 
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